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Accounting



Sustainability Performance and Reporting
Irene M. HerreMans

IsBn: 9781951527204, eIsBn: 9781951527211

as organizations tackle global challenges, the faces of our businesses and our 
economic system are changing to consider the interests of all stakeholders rather than 
just shareholders. This book provides a step-by-step approach for organizations to 
reap benefits from a more sustainable approach. 

When numbers Don’t Add up

Accounting Fraud and Financial Technology
FaIsal sHeIkH

IsBn: 9781948580892, eIsBn: 9781948580908

The author contextualized the phenomenon of accounting fraud using a framework  
he developed called “Corporate Governance Cosmos.” The book contains an 
extensive literature review including an evaluation of the seminal theory in this  
area, namely, the Fraud Triangle. There is a comprehensive exploration of the 
motivations for accounting fraud and a growing realization that Dark Triad (psychopathy, 
narcissism, and machiavellianism) tendencies may explain why executives engage in 
accounting fraud. 

Accounting for Business

Practicalities and Strategies
roGer Hussey anD auDra onG

IsBn: 9781953349927, eIsBn: 9781953349934

as an owner of a business or a manager, you will deal with numbers of various types. 
This book is written for those who may be responsible for, or are generally interested 
in, the activities of organizations but do not have the knowledge to interpret the 
financial information that is available.

tax Aspects of corporate Division
euGene W. seaGo

IsBn: 9781953349408, eIsBn: 9781953349415

For a variety of reasons, corporations can achieve business efficiencies by dividing 
into two or more entities. The tax consequences of the division could be that both the 
corporation and the shareholders must recognize taxable income, which often renders 
the division unfeasible. This book explains and illustrates each of the requirements for 
a nontaxable corporate division and the methods for mitigating the tax consequences 
when those requirements cannot be satisfied. The author also provides numerous 
diagrams that summarize actual transactions.
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From Value Pricing to Pricing Value

Using Science, Psychology, and Systems to Attract Higher Paying Clients to Your Accounting Firm

rHonDalynn korolak

IsBn: 9781949991345, eIsBn: 9781949991352

understanding and applying the concept of “Pricing Value” is critical for today’s 
accountants—especially for self-employed accountants, CPas, and small firms who 
primarily work with small business clients. This book will reveal how to understand, 
implement, and master the Pricing Value methodology. It will explain the solid 
academic research behind this approach, discuss how to avoid common pitfalls, and 
demonstrate step-by-step how to implement the methodology in a practical and 
persuasive way.

How to take Action for Successful Performance Management

A Pragmatic Constructivist Approach
FalConer MITCHell anD Hanne nørreklIT

IsBn: 9781631578359, eIsBn: 9781631578366

This book is intended for practitioners, students, and researchers who are interested 
in designing, using, assessing, and researching performance management systems. 
Managerial personnel involved in such activity will hold many beliefs about how their 
organization functions. This text uses the philosophy of pragmatic constructivism to 
show how managerial beliefs that underlie action can be made explicit and so facilitate 
their assessment and improvement.

A non-technical guide to international Accounting
roGer Hussey anD auDra onG

IsBn: 9781946646866, eIsBn: 9781946646873

Business has become more international and more complex. Whether you are a 
manager, a student, or someone generally interested in corporate financial information, 
you want information and you want to understand that information. Companies in all 
countries are required to generate financial information, if for no other reason than to 
settle their tax obligations. These standards can be complex, but this book explains 
clearly the main requirements.

Applications of Accounting information Systems
DaVID M. sHaPIro

IsBn: 9781949991581, eIsBn: 9781949991598

The revolutionary effects of using accounting information systems by displacing 
manual information systems in the private and public sectors cannot be overstated. 
The benefits of this substitution of set of processes include increased mathematical 
accuracy, predefined fields and coding tasks, and de-emphasis of manual clerical 
labor in favor of labor adept in data processing. This book considers these risks.
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the tax Aspects of Acquiring  
a Business, 2nd ed

euGene W. seaGo

IsBn: 9781948580670, 
eIsBn: 9781948580687

Forensic Accounting and Financial Statement Fraud, Vol. i

Fundamentals of Forensic Accounting
ZaBIHollaH reZaee

IsBn: 9781631571480, eIsBn: 9781631571497

The existence and persistence of high profile alleged financial statement fraud (FsF) 
have negatively affected the safety and soundness of financial markets and investors 
confident in public financial information. There has been significant demand for and 
interest in forensic accounting as well substantial growth in both investigation and 
litigation services. The first volume addresses the relevance and importance of forensic 
accounting and fraud examination as well as the framework and structure of forensic 
accounting practices.

Forensic Accounting and Financial Statement Fraud, Vol. ii

Forensic Accounting Performance
ZaBIHOLLAH reZaee

IsBn: 9781949991079, eIsBn: 9781949991086

Forensic accounting is gaining considerable attention as a rewarding and exciting 
field of accounting. Forensic accountants perform both fraud and non-fraud services 
This second volume addresses fraud and non-fraud forensic accounting practice and 
performance. The author discusses forensic accounting roles and processes; forensic 
accounting techniques roles and responsibilities of corporate gatekeepers, including 
forensic accountants in creating a corporate culture of integrity and competency in 
preventing and discovering financial statement fraud. 

Strategic cost transformation

Using Business Domain Management to Improve Cost Data, Analysis, 
and Management
reGInalD ToMas lee

IsBn: 9781631578793, eIsBn: 9781631578809

accounting information creates a limited picture of operations and true cash 
performance. strategic Cost Transformation offers a new framework, business domain 
management, which creates a comprehensive picture of your organization for 
improved cash based decision-making.

the Story underlying 
the numbers

A Simple Approach 
to Comprehensive 
Financial Statements 
Analysis
Veena s. Iyer

IsBn: 9781947843769, 
eIsBn: 9781947843776
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using Accounting 
& Financial 
information, 2nd ed

Analyzing, Forecasting, 
and Decision Making
Mark s. BeTTner

IsBn: 9781947098688,  
eIsBn: 9781947098695

Pick a number, 2nd ed

U.S. and International 
Accounting
roGer Hussey & auDra onG

IsBn: 9781947098930, 
eIsBn: 9781947098947

Management 
Accounting in 
Support of Strategy

How Management 
Accounting Can 
Aid the Strategic 
Management Process
GraHaM s. PITCHer

IsBn: 9781947843813, 
eIsBn: 9781947843820

corporate governance 
in the Aftermath of the 
global Financial crisis, 
Vol. i

Relevance and Reforms
ZaBIHollaH reZaee

IsBn: 9781631571527,  
eIsBn: 9781631571534

corporate 
governance in the 
Aftermath of the 
Financial crisis, 
Vol. iii

Gatekeeper 
Functions
ZaBIHollaH reZaee

IsBn: 9781947843721, 
eIsBn: 9781947843738

corporate 
governance in 
the Aftermath 
of the global 
Financial crisis, 
Vol. ii

Functions and 
Sustainability
ZaBIHollaH reZaee

IsBn: 9781631571503, 
eIsBn: 9781631571510

Strategic cost 
Analysis, 2nd ed
roGer Hussey anD 
auDra onG

IsBn: 9781947098954, 
eIsBn: 9781947098961

corporate 
governance  
in the Aftermath of 
the Financial crisis. 
Vol. iV
ZaBIHollaH reZaee

IsBn: 9781947843745, 
eIsBn: 9781947843752
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the gig Mafia

How Small Networks and High-Speed Digital Funds Transfers Have 
Changed the Face of Organized Crime
DaVID M. sHaPIro

IsBn: 9781953349842, eIsBn: 9781953349859

organized crimes (e.g., weapons trafficking, drug distribution, white collar crime) 
persist globally due primarily to the power of modern information and communication 
technology (e.g., computer-based networks in the open and dark webs) to facilitate 
organization and the enhanced liquidity provided by electronic transfers (in effect, 
e-capital) to distribute criminal proceeds in the same covert and high-speed manner 
used by the so-called legitimate commercial enterprises. offshore banking in tax 
secrecy and tax haven jurisdictions facilitates both the socially accepted process 
commonly known as tax avoidance, for example, and the notorious practice commonly 
known as tax evasion: the former is lawful; the latter is illicit. The dirty secret of how 
transnational organized economic crime persists lies in global finance, especially 
transactions using the u.s. dollar in safe havens (e.g., the West uses the Cayman 
Islands; the east uses Cyprus). regulators, monitors, auditors, and other specialists in 
conducting transaction review do not readily and timely tell the difference between 
high valued transfers that involve true sales of licit goods from high valued transfers 
that involve the laundering of proceeds from human trafficking, drug distribution, arms 
sales, and so on.

Managing Abundance

The Ethics Paradigm
PraDeeP neVaTIa anD raHul neVaTIa

IsBn: 9781953349705, eIsBn: 9781953349712

India’s rural BPo guru Pradeep nevatia joins with new york-based hedge fund investor 
rahul nevatia to present the until-now abstract concept of abundance through an 
innovative managing by ethics (MBe) framework that uncompromisingly connects 
individual self to collective self in self sustained abundance beyond the hocus-pocus 
of scarcity.

Business Sustainability Factors of Performance, Risk, and Disclosure
ZaBIHollaH reZaee

IsBn: 9781637420065, eIsBn: 9781637420072

Business sustainability is advancing from the greenwashing and branding to,  
very recently, business imperative as shareholders demand, regulators require,  
and companies report their sustainability performance. This book examines 
sustainability factors of performance, risk and disclosure and offers guidance for 
proper measurement, recognition, and reporting of all five eGsee dimensions of 
sustainability performance
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transforming towards Life-centered economies

How Business, Government, and Civil Society Can Build A Better World
sanDra WaDDoCk

IsBn: 9781952538704, eIsBn: 9781952538711

This book orients change agents, policy makers, activists, business leaders, ecologists, 
economists, and thoughtful people everywhere to the values and practices needed to 
build a world where all can flourish. It provides an in-depth understanding of what it 
will take, especially in the wake of the global Covid-19 pandemic and the burgeoning 
climate emergency, to transform today’s growth-and profit-oriented socio-economic 
systems to life-affirming ways benefit all rather than just an elite few. 

A Book About Blockchain

How Companies Can Adopt Public Blockchain to Leap into the Future
rajaT rajBHanDarI

IsBn: 9781953349385, eIsBn: 9781953349392

executives, consultants, and strategists are wondering how to participate in the 
blockchain economy. They are wondering whether new business models that will 
emerge because of this novel technology will disrupt theirs or whether they will ignore 
their businesses and create completely different models. By the time you finish this 
book, you will understand what blockchain economy is, how to participate in it, and 
avoid being disrupted or, even worse, ignored.

consumer Protection in e-Retailing in ASeAn
IsBn: 9781953349606, eIsBn: 9781953349613

While many sectors have been badly affected by the CoVID-19 pandemic, e-retailing 
is one of the booming sectors during this period. actually, the e-retailing sector was 
already booming even before the global pandemic. although e-retailing offers many 
opportunities for businesses and consumers, there are several issues associated with 
e-consumer protection. This book examines how consumers are protected on the 
online marketplace in the context of asean countries. 

guerrilla Warfare in the corporate Jungle

Adaptations for Survival
k. F. DoCHarTaIGH

IsBn: 9781952538841, eIsBn: 9781952538858

using his experiences of life in the corporate jungle, k.F. Dochartaigh has produced a 
survival manual that assists and guides the reader on how best to navigate corporate 
pitfalls and avoid being ‘trapped’. The book fuses three separate but intertwined 
disciplines of the animal kingdom, the guerrilla battlefield, and the corporate world 
to help establish patterns of behavior and to understand the motivations that drive 
each action. 
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Business and the culture of ethics
QuenTIn lanGley

IsBn: 9781952538223, eIsBn: 9781952538230

ethics are not the same as morals. They are contextual and apply to specific 
relationships. This book explores business ethics as applied in a modern context 
including data management, corporate social responsibility, media ethics and 
government ethics. Drawing on the work of philosophers, the text is nonetheless 
contemporary and practical.

Successful cybersecurity Professionals

How To Change Your Behavior to Protect Your Organization
sTeVen BroWn

IsBn: 9781952538421, eIsBn: 9781952538438

This book provides a unique perspective into the mindset of psychology and 
cybersecurity. The newest cybersecurity challenge is not just understanding 
cybercriminals’ behavior, but our behavior as well, and to realize that some of behaviors 
could lead us in making bad cybersecurity decisions. By using models and literature 
rooted in psychology and comparing those to cybersecurity attacks, this book will help 
those who make crucial cybersecurity decisions to protect their organization, even 
better decisions. 

grappling With the gray

An Ethical Handbook for Personal Success and Business Prosperity
yonason GolDson

IsBn: 9781952538681, eIsBn: 9781952538698

This book offers a collection of case studies, real and hypothetical, intended to ignite 
thoughtful consideration of ethical dilemmas and provide a guided discussion of how 
to approach them, working inward from both sides toward a rational and equitable 
middle.  a large portion of these cases focus on business.  However, since business 
has become inseparable from relationships, education, society, and headline news, the 
book addresses these areas as well.

Business ethics and Rational corporate Policies

Leveraging Human Resources in Organizations
konsTanTInos ManTZarIs

IsBn: 9781952538742, eIsBn: 9781952538759

as internal doubts persist on whether an individual adheres to business ethics 
and corporate policies, readers need to utilize this book in order to develop moral 
reasoning by demonstrating the moral entity consideration principle. This book is 
about providing a comprehensive framework for understanding business ethics and 
corporate governance, by analyzing the moral aspects of a plethora of challenges 
regarding human resources management, policy making, corporate responsibility, 
code of conduct, agency theory, workforce planning, information systems, and 
employment relationship.
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corporate citizenship and Sustainability

Measuring Intangible, Fiscal, and Ethical Assets
jayaraMan rajaH Iyer

IsBn: 9781952538162, eIsBn: 9781952538179

Immanuel kant raised the question whether a science of metaphysics with a logical 
structure, like that of the well-established mathematical and measuring ethical assets 
usage, is crucial for corporate to bring the abstractions into reality, acknowledge value 
where value is due, and deconstruct what is valueless. This book addresses these issues 
effectively by subject - object distinction of qualitative and quantitative elements of 
management, what kant had pleaded for.

Artificial intelligence for Risk Management
arCHIe aDDo, srInI CenTHala, anD MurTHu sHanMuGan

IsBn: 9781949443516, eIsBn: 9781949443523

This book is about using aI to manage risk in the corporate environment. The content 
of this work focuses on concepts, principles, and practical applications that are 
relevant to the corporate and technology environments. The authors introduce aI and 
discuss the different types, capabilities, and purposes–including challenges. With aI 
also comes risk. This book defines risk, provides examples, and includes information 
on the risk-management process.

Artificial intelligence Design and Solution for Risk and Security
arCHIe aDDo, srInI CenTHala, anD MurTHu sHanMuGan

IsBn: 9781951527488, eIsBn: 9781951527495

This book helps readers to understand, learn, define problems, and architect aI projects. 
starting from current business architectures and business processes to futuristic 
architectures. Introduction to data analytics and life cycle includes data discovery, 
data preparation, data processing steps, model building, and operationalization are 
explained in detail. The authors examine the aI and Ml algorithms in detail, which 
enables the readers to choose appropriate algorithms during designing solutions.

Artificial intelligence for Security
arCHIe aDDo, srInI CenTHala, anD MurTHu sHanMuGan

IsBn: 9781951527266, eIsBn: 9781951527273

This book explores terminologies of security and how aI can be applied to automate 
security processes. additionally, the text provides detailed explanations and 
recommendations for how implement procedures. Practical examples and real-time 
use cases are evaluated and suggest appropriate algorithms based on the author’s 
experiences. This book will help the readers to start their aI journey on security and 
how data can be applied to drive business actions to build secure environment.
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getting the Best 
equipment Lease 
Deal

An Equipment Leasing 
Guide for Lessees

rICHarD M. ConTIno

IsBn: 9781949991963, 
eIsBn: 9781949991970

equipment Leasing 
and Financing

A Product Sales and 
Business Profit Center 
Strategy

rICHarD M. ConTIno

IsBn: 9781949991925, 
eIsBn: 9781949991932

A Primer on corporate 
governance

Mexico

jose luIs rIVas

IsBn: 9781631575815, 
eIsBn: 9781631575822

Ai concepts for  
Business Applications

nelson e. BresToFF

IsBn: 9781949991680, 
eIsBn: 9781949991697

the Business-Minded ciSco

How to Organize, Evangelize, and Operate an Enterprise-wide IT Risk 
Management Program
Bryan C. kIssInGer

IsBn: 9781951527501, eIsBn: 9781951527518

Information technology (IT) risk and information security management are top of 
mind for corporate boards and senior business leaders. Continued intensity of cyber 
terrorism attacks, regulatory and compliance requirements, and customer privacy 
concerns are driving the need for a business-minded chief information security officer 
(CIso) to lead organizational efforts to protect critical infrastructure and sensitive 
data. This book describes the thought process and specific activities a leader should 
consider as they interview for the IT risk/information security leader role, what they 
should do within their first 90 days, and how to organize, evangelize, and operate the 
program once they are into the job.
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the Business of 
cybersecurity

Foundations and 
Ideologies

asHWInI saTHnur

IsBn: 9781948976183, 
eIsBn: 9781948976190

understanding 
cyberrisks in iot

When Smart Things 
Turn Against You

CarolIna a. aDaros 
Boye

IsBn: 9781948976640, 
eIsBn: 9781948976657

Applied Humanism

How to Create More 
Effective and Ethical 
Businesses

jennIFer HanCoCk

IsBn: 9781949991420, 
eIsBn: 9781949991437

How new Risk 
Management Helps 
Leaders Master 
uncertainty

roBerT B. Pojasek

IsBn: 9781949991604, 
eIsBn: 9781949991611

Board-Seeker

Your Guidebook and 
Career Map into the 
Corporate Boardroom
ralPH WarD

IsBn: 9781948580854, 
eIsBn: 9781948580861

Powerful 
Performance

How to Be Influential,  
Ethical, and Successful  
in Business
Mark eyre

IsBn: 9781948580021, 
eIsBn: 9781948580038

conversations in 
cyberspace
GIulIo D’aGosTIno

IsBn: 9781948976701, 
eIsBn: 9781948976718

cybersecurity Law

Protect Yourself and 
Your Customers
sHIMon BraTHWaITe

IsBn: 9781948976725, 
eIsBn: 9781948976732
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counterintelligence 
for corporate 
environments, Vol. i

How to Protect 
information and 
Business Integrity in the 
Modern World
Dylan Van GenDeren

IsBn: 9781947441651,  
eIsBn: 9781947441668

corporate Maturity 
and the “Authentic 
company”
DaVID jaCkMan

IsBn: 9781631577765, 
eIsBn: 9781631577772

A Freelancer’s guide 
to Legal entities
alex D. BenneTT

IsBn: 9781947441040, 
eIsBn: 9781947441057

counterintelligence 
for corporate 
environments, Vol. ii

How to Protect 
information and 
Business Integrity in the 
Modern World
Dylan Van GenDeren

IsBn: 9781948580106,  
eIsBn: 9781948580113

contract Law

A Comparison of Civil 
Law and Common Law 
Jurisdictions
ClaIre-MICHelle sMyTH 
anD MarCus GaTTo

IsBn: 9781631579271, 
eIsBn: 9781631579288
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Data-Driven Business Models for the Digital economy
raDo koToroV

IsBn: 9781951527808, eIsBn: 9781951527815

Today the fastest growing companies have no physical assets. Instead, they create 
innovative digital products and new data-driven business models. They capture huge 
market share fast and their capitalizations skyrocket. The success of these digital giants 
is pushing all companies to rethink their business models and to start digitizing their 
products and services. Whether you are a new start-up building a digital product or 
service, or an employee of an established company that is transitioning to digital, you 
need to consider how digitization has transformed every aspect of management. 

emerging technologies

Blockchain of Intelligent Things to Boost Revenues
errol s. Van enGelen

IsBn: 9781952538100, eIsBn: 9781952538117

The convergence of blockchain and Internet of things powered by data and artificial 
intelligence is on the agenda of several big companies and some of them have already 
started using its implementations, initiatives, and solutions in various projects. The 
author calls the convergence of these three technologies: the blockchain of intelligent 
things. This book will help a broad audience, including anyone interested in and 
responsible for vision, projects, and implementations of blockchain, IoT, and aI in 
medium-sized companies and large enterprises. 

introduction to Business Analytics, 2nd ed
MajID naBaVI, DaVID l. olson, anD Wesley s. BoyCe

IsBn: 9781953349743, eIsBn: 9781953349750

This book presents key concepts related to quantitative analysis in business. It is targeted 
at business students taking an introductory core course. Business analytics has grown 
to be a key topic in business curricula, and there is a need for stronger quantitative 
skills and understanding of fundamental concepts. This second edition adds material 
on Tableau, a very useful software for business analytics. This supplements the tools 
from excel covered in the first edition, to include Data analysis Toolpak and solVer.

the Data Mirage

Why Companies Fail to Actually Use Their Data
ruBen uGarTe

IsBn: 9781953349521, eIsBn: 9781953349538

This is a business book for executives and leaders who want to unlock more insights 
from their data and make better decisions. The importance of data doesn’t need  
an introduction or a fancy pitch deck. In this book the author helps readers formulate 
an analytics strategy that works in the real world, shows how to think about kPIs  
and helps tackle problems that are bound to come across while using data to make 
better decisions.
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Business Analytics, Vol. ii

A Data Driven Decision Making Approach for Business
aMar saHay

IsBn: 9781631574795, eIsBn: 9781631574801

This business analytics (Ba) text discusses the models based on fact-based data to 
measure past business performance to guide an organization in visualizing and 
predicting future business performance and outcomes. It provides a comprehensive 
overview of analytics in general with an emphasis on predictive analytics. Given the 
booming interest in analytics and data science, this book is timely and informative. 

Highly effective Marketing Analytics

A Practical Guide to Improving Marketing ROI with Analytics
Mu Hu

IsBn: 9781951527082, eIsBn: 9781951527099

This book infuses analytics into marketing to help improve marketing performance and 
raise analytics IQ for companies that have not yet had much success with marketing 
analytics. The book reveals why marketing analytics has not yet kept the promise and 
clarifies confusions and misunderstanding surrounding marketing analytics. This a highly 
practical and pragmatic how-to book. The author illustrates step by step many innovative, 
practical, and cost-effective methodologies to solving the most challenging real-world 
problems facing marketers in today’s highly competitive omnichannel environment.

An introduction to Survey Research, Vol. i

The Basics of Survey Research
ernesT l. CoWles anD eDWarD nelson

IsBn: 9781948976053, eIsBn: 9781948976046

survey research is a powerful tool used in business, health care, government, and 
other fields that seek to understand how and why individuals behave the way they do. 
Properly conducted, surveys can provide accurate insights into areas such as attitudes, 
opinions, motivations, and values that serve as the drivers of individual behavior. 
This two-volume set is intended to introduce fundamentals of good survey research 
to students and practitioners of the survey process as well as end users of survey 
information. In this first volume, the authors concentrate on the fundamentals of survey 
development and design as well as provide a review of key components in survey.

Business Analytics, Vol. i

A Data-Driven Decision Making Approach for Business
aMar saHay

IsBn: 9781631573316, eIsBn: 9781631573323

This business analytics (Ba) text discusses the models based on fact-based data 
to measure past business performance to guide an organization in visualizing and 
predicting future business performance and outcomes. It provides a comprehensive 
overview of analytics in general with an emphasis on predictive analytics. Given the 
booming interest in analytics and data science, this book is timely and informative. 
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MS excel, 2nd ed

Let’s Advance to the 
Next Level
anuraG sInGal

IsBn: 9781949443820, 
eIsBn: 9781949443837

introduction to 
Business Analytics
MajID naBaVI anD 
DaVID l. olson

IsBn: 9781949443271, 
eIsBn: 9781949443288

new World 
technologies

2020 and Beyond
errol s. Van enGelen

IsBn: 9781948976862, 
eIsBn: 9781948976879

Business Decision 
Making, 2nd ed

Streamlining the 
Process for More 
Effective Results
MIlan Frankl

IsBn: 9781948976374, 
eIsBn: 9781948976381

conducting Survey 
Research

A Practical Guide
joHn FoGlI anD 
lInDa HerkenHoFF

IsBn: 9781631579219, 
eIsBn: 9781631575952

Data Mining  
Models, 2nd ed
DaVID l. olson

IsBn: 9781948580496, 
eIsBn: 9781948580502

Location Analytics 
for Business

The Research and 
Marketing Strategic 
Advantage
DaVID Z. BeITZ

IsBn: 9781631571428, 
eIsBn: 9781631571435

An introduction to Survey Research, Vol. ii

Carrying Out the Survey
ernesT l. CoWles anD eDWarD nelson

IsBn: 9781949991284, eIsBn: 9781949991291

This second volume focuses on carrying out a survey— including how to formulate 
survey questions, steps that researchers must use when conducting the survey, and 
impacts of rapidly changing technology on survey design and execution. The authors 
conclude with an important, but often neglected aspect of surveys—the presentation of 
results in different formats appropriate to different audiences.
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negotiation Booster

The Ultimate Self-Empowerment Guide to High Impact Negotiations
kasIa jaGoDZInska

IsBn: 9781952538889, eIsBn: 9781952538902

To successfully conclude a business conversation, negotiation skills and tactics are not 
enough. If you enter a negotiation with fear, self-doubt or lack of conviction, you will 
not win no matter how well tactically you have been trained. This book is the ultimate 
guide to winning negotiations through self-empowerment. 

Macroeconomics, 3rd ed
DaVID G. TuerCk

IsBn: 9781953349248, eIsBn: 9781953349255

The task of macroeconomics is to provide the tools for understanding the performance 
of the aggregate economy, as measured by production, employment, inflation, and 
other economic indicators.  The book takes up modern monetary theory and its 
bearing on the massive deficits run up the federal government over the ongoing 
‘corona contraction’ and the earlier ‘great contraction’. The author also reviews the 
policy interventions undertaken by the federal government during these contractions, 
with a view toward assessing their effectiveness.

Mastering the Moneyed Mind, Vol. i

The Causes, Culprits, and Context of our Money Troubles
CHrIsToPHer Bayer

IsBn: 9781951527709, eIsBn: 9781951527716

This is the first book in a series about the psychology of money by Dr. Christopher 
Bayer, the Wall street Psychologist, who explores the history of our relationship 
with money—specifically the role morality, and the concept of “virtue,” has played in 
that history, and the wealth versus money dichotomy. This book invites readers to 
consider stories of mass mind-control perpetrated by marketing mavens who utilize 
(and perhaps manipulate) insights from behavioral psychology to generate rank 
materialism, manifested in ever-increasing consumption, palatable to the public.

Mastering the Moneyed Mind, Vol. ii

The Bottomless Line—Important Lessons they did not Teach you 
in Business School
CHrIsToPHer Bayer

IsBn: 9781951527945, eIsBn: 9781951527952

This is the second book in a series about the psychology of money by Dr. Christopher 
a. Bayer, the Wall street Psychologist. This book builds on the key concepts in the first 
volume, to draw the reader’s attention to the “dark side” of the business world. The 
book is an exploration of how direct and indirect psychological conditioning eliminates 
morality from decision making in the world of finance. It provides evidence that ties 
systemic corruption on Wall street to the lessons of the storied Milgram experiments. 
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Mastering the Moneyed Mind, Vol. iV

The Gyroscope—A Personal “Money Wellness” Strategy
CHrIsToPHer Bayer

IsBn: 9781951527983, eIsBn: 9781951527990

This is the fourth book in a series about the psychology of money by Dr. Christopher 
Bayer, the Wall street Psychologist. as the final book in the series, it offers readers a 
tangible gift, an appendix covering the Top Five Things you should Do next—a concise, 
hard-hitting handful of advice that will get anyone on the road toward achieving their 
goal of balance and fulfillment—a naturally, solid, Gyroscope.

Mastering the Moneyed Mind, Vol. iii

Body and Mind–The Effects of Money Problems
CHrIsToPHer Bayer

IsBn: 9781951527969, eIsBn: 9781951527976

This is the third book in a series about the psychology of money by Dr. Christopher 
Bayer, the Wall street Psychologist. This volume advances readers into an examination 
of the effect of money problems on the body and mind. It presents research that 
supports solutions offered throughout the series to fix maladjustments of the mind and 
highlights the importance of developing a sound grasp of the mind-body connection 
to ensure there is an unbreakable bond at all levels.

understanding the indian economy from the Post-Reforms of 
1991, Vol. ii

Anatomy of the Indian Economy
sHraWan kuMar sInGH

IsBn: 9781951527624, eIsBn: 9781951527631

The objective of this book is to provide an understanding of the Indian economy 
with its nature and structure, dominance of unorganized sector, natural resources, 
economic and social infrastructure, demographic features, poverty, unemployment, 
inequality, national income, saving and investment, role of noneconomic factors, and 
sources of data. This second volume in the series is in the nature of an introductory 
essay designed to provide a succinct nontechnical exposition of India’s economic 
structure, performance, and policies.

understanding the indian economy from the Post-Reforms of 
1991, Vol. i

History, Evolution, and Growth
sHraWan kuMar sInGH

IsBn: 9781951527402, eIsBn: 9781951527419

This series is intended to serve as an introduction to the Indian economy from the 
Post reform of 1991. The author makes an endeavor to present how India’s economic 
fortunes dwindled over the centuries. This first volume begins with an analysis of the 
history, evolution, and growth of the Indian economy through several periods along 
with their positive and negative aspects. The author attempts to bring fairly interesting 
snapshots to highlight how the Indian economy has evolved over the years. 
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global Sustainable capitalism
MarCus GonCalVes, MarIo sVIGIr, anD Harry xIa

IsBn: 9781947441590, eIsBn: 9781947441606

sustainable capitalism knowledge is often assumed for exclusively association with 
information about some forms of environmental crises. When we speak of sustainable, 
and unsustainable, we speak of a systemic crisis of both long-term dimension in the 
economy and business models, on all levels. This text will educate global stakeholders 
about the importance, the rationale, and the pathway to introduce sustainable 
capitalism into global economics and business models.

A Profile of the Furniture Manufacturing industry, 2nd ed
susan M. WalCoTT

IsBn: 9781951527464, eIsBn: 9781951527471

The furniture industry serves as an indicator for the changing state of american 
manufacturing. a brief history of u.s. furniture manufacturing creates the context for 
continuing geographic shifts among asian locations, foreign ownership impacts and 
global market considerations, as well as the demands of three significant domestic 
market demographics. This book highlights the role of global networks, lean and 
green production methods, customized quality versus price competitiveness, online 
outreach along with showroom access, labor issues, and related factors that continue 
to compel location shifts and extensions.

the economics of online gaming

A Player’s Introduction to Economic Thinking
anDreW WaGner

IsBn: 9781948580915, eIsBn: 9781948580922

This book covers basic economic concepts, unique economic issues, and general 
economic themes. each of these topics begins with the context of a story and continues 
with an explanation of the economic theory behind it, finishing with a relevant real-
world connection. It supports economic theory in an emotional way that cannot be 
shared through math or charts or graphs. appendix B provides a comprehensive 
outline of ideas for teaching and discussion in each chapter.

Business Liability and economic Damages, 2nd ed
sCoTT D. GIlBerT

IsBn: 9781949443172, eIsBn: 9781949443189

This book covers the subject of economic damages and its role in insurance claims, 
lawsuits, and injunctions against businesses. This book will help the reader to identify 
economic damages as a component of business liability, describe the business risk 
posed by economic damages, explain some key determinants of economic damages, 
and estimate economic damages and business loss in a variety of cases.
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A guide to international economics
sHaHruZ MoHTaDI

IsBn: 9781631574399, eIsBn: 9781631574405

The study of international economics has never been more vital than it is today. The 
past global financial crisis, the economic uncertainty in many advanced countries, 
increasing barriers to international trade, and currency crises have created challenges 
for both policy makers and corporate decision makers involved in international trade 
and finance. This book provides a concise and rigorous approach to the understanding 
of international trade and finance without relying on mathematical models or graphs.

Harness it

Renewable Energy Technologies and Project Development Models 
Transforming the Grid
MICHael GInsBerG

IsBn: 9781631579318, eIsBn: 9781631579325

Following an overview of the technical and historical development of the electric grid in 
the u.s. and europe, this guide reviews hydropower, solar photovoltaics, wind energy, 
fuel cell, and battery technologies. The author also presents models for the connection 
of these renewable energy sources from large-scale to on-site and community power/
microgrids. Considering the increasing importance of renewable energy for climate 
change mitigation, this book provides an overview of how renewable energy sources 
are integrated into the grid to promote better understanding among students and 
business professionals in the utility sector and across industries. 

the options trading Primer

Using Rules-Based Option Trades to Earn a Steady Income
russell a. sTulTZ

IsBn: 9781949991666, eIsBn: 9781949991673

This book introduces options and how they work to those who are ready to learn 
how they work and emphasizes the application of time-tested option trading rules. 
These rules use price charts, market volatility, key option values, and risk graphs to 
achieve high-probability option trading outcomes. The book also details ten option 
trade examples that include trade setups, entries, trade management techniques, and 
supporting illustrations.

Political Dimensions of the American Macroeconomy
GeralD T. Fox

IsBn: 9781948976350, eIsBn: 9781948976367

Political macroeconomy refers to the interconnection between macroeconomic politics 
and macroeconomic performance. The expectational Phillips curve may be used to 
examine the economic aspects of this interrelation. Macroeconomic politics relates 
to voter behavior, presidential reelection ambition, partisan economic priorities, and 
special interests. These factors impact the fiscal and monetary policy actions of the 
president, Congress, and central bank. 
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Disaster Risk 
Management in 
Agriculture

Case Studies in South 
Asian Countries
HuonG Ha, lalITHa 
s. FernanDo, anD 
sanjeeV kuMar 
MaHajan

IsBn: 9781949443158, 
eIsBn: 9781949443165

understanding 
Demonetization in 
india

A Deft Stroke of 
Economic Policy
sHraWan kuMar sInGH

IsBn: 9781949991055, 
eIsBn: 9781949991062

Foreign Direct 
investment

The Indian Experience
leena ajIT kausHal

IsBn: 9781949443493, 
eIsBn: 9781949443509

urban Development 
2120
PeTer nelson

IsBn: 9781949991093, 
eIsBn: 9781949991109

Disaster Risk 
Management

Case Studies 
in South Asian 
Countries
HuonG Ha, lalITHa 
s. FernanDo, anD 
sanjeeV kuMar 
MaHajan

IsBn: 9781949443066, 
eIsBn: 9781949443073

the option Strategy 
Desk Reference

An Essential Reference 
for Option Traders
russell a. sTulTZ

IsBn: 9781949443905, 
eIsBn: 9781949443912

economic 
Renaissance in the 
Age of Artificial 
intelligence
aPek Mulay

IsBn: 9781947843943, 
eIsBn: 9781947843950

A Primer on 
Macroeconomics, 
2nd ed, Vol i

Elements and 
Principles
THoMas M. BeVerIDGe

IsBn: 9781631577239, 
eIsBn: 9781631577246
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A Primer on 
Microeconomics, 
2nd ed, Vol. i

Fundamentals of 
Exchange
THoMas M. BeVerIDGe

IsBn: 9781631577277, 
eIsBn: 9781631577284

A Primer on 
Macroeconomics, 
2nd ed, Vol. ii

Policies and 
Perspectives
THoMas M. BeVerIDGe

IsBn: 9781631577253, 
eIsBn: 9781631577260

A Profile of the oil 
and gas industry, 
2nd ed

Resources, Market 
Forces, Geopolitics, 
and Technology
lInDa HerkenHoFF

IsBn: 9781631579011, 
eIsBn: 9781631579028

universal Basic 
income and 
the threat to 
Democracy as We 
Know it
PeTer nelson

IsBn: 9781948198646, 
eIsBn: 9781948198653

negotiation 
Madness
PeTer nelson

IsBn: 9781948580939, 
eIsBn: 9781948580946

A Primer on 
Microeconomics, 
2nd ed, Vol. ii

Competition and 
Constraints
THoMas M. 
BeVerIDGe

IsBn: 9781631577291, 
eIsBn: 9781631577307
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new Macroeconomics
aPek Mulay

IsBn: 9781947441125, 
eIsBn: 9781947441132

Hedge Fund Secrets

An Introduction to 
Quantitative Portfolio 
Management
PHIlIP j. roMero anD 
TuCker BalCH

IsBn: 9781947441064, 
eIsBn: 9781947441071

econometrics for 
Daily Lives, Vol. ii
TaM Vu

IsBn: 9781631576881, 
eIsBn: 9781631576898

the Basics of 
Foreign exchange 
Markets, 2nd ed

A Monetary Systems 
Approach
WIllIaM D. GerDes

IsBn: 9781947098800, 
eIsBn: 9781947098718
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Zero to $10 Million

How To Build an 8-Figure Technology Business
sHane BreTT

IsBn: 9781953349682, eIsBn: 9781953349699

This book is a practical step by step guide that teaches entrepreneurs how to build 
a $10 million dollar technology business. It describes in detail how to create a great 
product, find a brilliant team, raise money from professional investors, and then scale 
the company globally. It is what works in the “real world”. This book is written by shane 
Brett - a serial technology entrepreneur with many years’ experience of setting up, 
funding, and scaling technology start-ups worldwide. 

time Management for unicorns

Time and Resource Management For System Administrators
GIulIo D’aGosTIno

IsBn: 9781952538827, eIsBn: 9781952538834

This book presents time and resource management lessons and tips from senior 
system administrator Giulio D’agostino and aims to help increase time management 
skills and raise questions on how to possibly improve them. learn from more than 
20 years of experience in project management working for companies like Google, 
apple, salesforce.com, and Hewlett Packard.

navigating the new normal

How New & Small Companies Can Succeed Despite Economic Uncertainty
roDD Mann

IsBn: 9781637420201, eIsBn: 9781637420218

no one will forget the year 2020. The year that a pandemic shut down social, work, 
and public contact. There are two particular changes that have had a pronounced 
effect on business and finance, which this book will provide the guidance currently 
lacking in traditional business school texts. This book is primarily focused on the post-
pandemic Gen Z and Millennial business opportunities, most of which didn’t even exist 
a generation ago.

the 8 Superpowers of Successful entrepreneurs

From Zero to Hero: The Business Strategies Adopted by Global Icons
MarIna nICHolas

IsBn: 9781637420003, eIsBn: 9781637420010

after years of extensive research, Marina discovered that just eight strategies were 
adopted by billionaire entrepreneurs. ProBleM—PerseVeranCe PosITIonInG—
ProxIMITy—PeoPle—ParTnersHIPs—ProCess—PlaneT. Whether you enjoy 
inspirational stories or seek to discover your superpower, the strategies and exercises 
in this book will help you. 
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Stop, change, grow

How To Drive Your Small Business to the Next Level
MICHael CarTer anD karl sHaIkH

IsBn: 9781952538209, eIsBn: 9781952538216

you’ve grown your business, reached a plateau and are now struggling to grow. 
each time you try something new or add a new customer, something else goes awry 
- leaving you spinning the same plates, under the glass ceiling that’s blocking your 
progress. you need a plateau buster to put yourself back on the growth trajectory! This 
book is the inspiration you’re looking for. In three major sections it shows you how to: 
sToP doing many of the things that were once right but are no longer appropriate, 
freeing up resources, allowing you to; CHanGe what you are doing for better results 
today and then to; GroW the business for a future that will excite you. 

tAP into your Potential

How to Think, Act, and Practice Like an Entrepreneur
rICk De la GuarDIa

IsBn: 9781952538865, eIsBn: 9781952538872

There are many books on entrepreneurship available in the market today, but very few 
speak to the mindset and philosophy required. This book focuses on the concepts, 
mindset, philosophy, and qualities of entrepreneurship. The author provides guidance 
and suggest helpful activities at the end of each chapter to inspire the reader to take 
positive steps toward entrepreneurship. It will teach the reader how to Think, act, and 
Practice like an entrepreneur. 

Blockchain Value

Transforming Business Models, Society, and Communities
olGa V. MaCk

IsBn: 9781952538247, eIsBn: 9781952538254

If you think that blockchain is everything you don’t understand about technology, 
finance, and law mixed together, then this book will help you appreciate its value more 
clearly. While it is a complex technology that is still largely experimental today, it will 
be transformative in the future. This book focuses on the values of blockchain across 
industries. among other things, it explores how blockchain technology adds value to 
data management, security, and sharing as well as ownership, property, collaboration, 
and trust. 

ethical Business culture

A Utopia or a Challenge?
anDreas karaoulanIs

IsBn: 9781953349781, eIsBn: 9781953349798

small business is a major component of societies, especially now. Being in leadership 
positions in small business is something which many times involves tough decisions 
to be taken. The major question that this book addresses is whether ethical decision 
making in small business is a paragon that needs to be taken into consideration? This 
book will investigate both the ethical paragons involved in small business ethical 
decision-making process and their consequences and the implementation of the right 
culture in small business as a paragon of stability and growth. 
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How to Succeed as a Solo consultant

Breaking Out on Your Own
sTePHen D. FIelD

IsBn: 9781951527167, eIsBn: 9781951527174

This book is written for a person who has gained experience and is thinking about 
striking out on his or her own as a consultant or a service-based entrepreneur. The 
reader is taken through the steps of deciding on whether they have the tools to start 
a new business and what they need to do before making the leap. The author focuses 
on the major steps of a start-up consulting practice, including business formation 
decisions, verbalizing the business offerings, determining market viability, and  
much more.

From Starting Small to Winning Big

The Definitive Digital Marketing Guide For Startup Entrepreneurs
sHIsHIr MIsHra

IsBn: 9781951527822, eIsBn: 9781951527877

This is a practical, step-by-step guide that will help budding entrepreneurs in setting 
up and executing their digital marketing strategy from scratch to achieve the goals 
they have set for their start-ups. Topics covered in this book include search engine 
optimization, content marketing, social media marketing, search engine marketing, 
and online reputation management are essential for entrepreneurs to learn and 
master for the success of their start-up. 

Dynastic Planning

A 7-Step Approach to Family Business Succession Planning and Related 
Conflict Management
WalID s. CHInIara

IsBn: 9781949991826, eIsBn: 9781949991833

This book is designed to be a guide to demystify the journey leading to preserving 
family legacy. It is based on the fact that a family business is a partnership among 
its members, and that the most successful family business succession plan is the one 
devised by the family itself. The author shares his unique experience working with 
hundreds of business families and next-generation family business entrepreneurs 
from across the world. His 7-step Methodology offers an innovative and a systemic 
approach to family business succession planning and related conflict management. 

A cynic’s Business Wisdom

Winning Through Flexible Ethics
jay j. sIlVerBerG

IsBn: 9781952538506, eIsBn: 9781952538513

This book is an entrepreneur’s manual from the edgy perspective that cynicism 
teaches us to have a healthy respect for the unexpected. It equips us to effectively deal 
with real-world business challenges and capitalize on opportunities. This text is a keen 
reflection of converting collegiate knowledge into actions that are intended to give 
you an advantage in dealing with people, selling, networking, negotiating, managing, 
and controlling every business situation you find yourself in. 
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on All cylinders,  
2nd ed

Succeeding as an 
Entrepreneur and a 
Leader
ron roBInson

IsBn: 9781949991949, 
eIsBn: 9781949991956

the entrepreneurial 
Adventure

Embracing Risk, Change, 
and Uncertainty
olIVer jaMes anD  
DaVID jaMes

IsBn: 9781951527105,  
eIsBn: 9781951527112

native American 
entrepreneurs
ron sHeFFIelD anD  
j. Mark MunoZ

IsBn: 9781948976411, 
eIsBn: 9781948976428

Small Business 
Management

A Road Map for Survival 
During Crisis
anDreas karaoulanIs

IsBn: 9781951527341, 
eIsBn: 9781951527358

cultivating an entrepreneurial Mindset
TaMIko l. Cuellar

IsBn: 9781948580762, eIsBn: 9781948580755

This book will help business/MBa students, aspiring and emerging entrepreneurs, 
executives, and leaders to think like entrepreneurs in 12 critical focus areas. readers 
will uncover hidden thoughts that sabotage success as an entrepreneur. The author 
will cause you to experience a paradigm shift from an employee mindset to an 
entrepreneurial mindset. The text provides takeaways and practical action items to 
cultivate entrepreneurial thinking that will revolutionize the conventional approach  
to business.

navigating 
entrepreneurship

11 Proven Keys to 
Success
larry jaCoBson

IsBn: 9781948198554, 
eIsBn: 9781948198561
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the Rainmaker

Start-Up to 
Conglomerate
jaCQues MaGlIolo

IsBn: 9781949991031, 
eIsBn: 9781949991048

get on Board
Earning Your Ticket to  
a Corporate Board Seat

olGa V. MaCk

IsBn: 9781949991406, 
eIsBn: 9781949991413

From Vision to 
Decision

A Self-Coaching 
Guide to Starting a 
New Business
Dana k. DWyer

IsBn: 9781949991567, 
eIsBn: 9781949991574

Department of 
Startup
Why Every Fortune 500  
Should Have One

IVan yonG WeI kIT 
anD saM lee

IsBn: 9781948976459, 
eIsBn: 9781948976466

Family Business 
governance

Increasing Business 
Effectiveness and 
Professionalism
keanon j. alDerson

IsBn: 9781949991307, 
eIsBn: 9781949991314

can you Run your 
Business With Blood, 
Sweat, and tears? 
Vol. ii

Sweat
sTePHen elkIns-jarreTT 
anD nICk skInner

IsBn: 9781948580380, 
eIsBn: 9781948580397

can you Run your 
Business With 
Blood, Sweat, and 
tears? Vol. i

Blood
sTePHen elkIns-
jarreTT anD nICk 
skInner

IsBn: 9781631577956, 
eIsBn: 9781631577963

can you Run your 
Business With Blood, 
Sweat, and tears? Vol. iii

Tears
sTePHen elkIns-jarreTT 
anD nICk skInner

IsBn: 9781948580403, 
eIsBn: 9781948580410
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Startup Strategy 
Humor

Democratizing 
Startup Strategy
rajesH k. PIllanIa

IsBn: 9781948976800, 
eIsBn: 9781948976817

the Leadership 
Development 
Journey

How Entrepreneurs 
Develop 
Leadership Through 
Their Lifetime
jen VuHuonG

IsBn: 9781948198622, 
eIsBn: 9781948198639

entrepreneurship
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781948976534, 
eIsBn: 9781948976541

Sustainable 
entrepreneurship
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781948976572, 
eIsBn: 9781948976589

getting to Market 
With your MVP

How to Achieve 
Small Business and 
Entrepreneur Success
j.C. Baker

IsBn: 9781948976961, 
eIsBn: 9781948976978

Founders
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781948976558, 
eIsBn: 9781948976565

growth-oriented 
entrepreneurship
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781948976596, 
eIsBn: 9781948976602

global Women in the 
Start-up World

Conversations in 
Silicon Valley
MarTa ZuCker

IsBn: 9781947441699, 
eIsBn: 9781947441705
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Profit

Plan for It, Get It—
The Entrepreneurs 
Handbook
H.r. HuTTer

IsBn: 9781947441392, 
eIsBn: 9781947441408

understanding the 
Family Business,  
2nd ed

Exploring the 
Differences Between 
Family and Nonfamily 
Businesses
keanon j. alDerson

IsBn: 9781631575730, 
eIsBn: 9781631575747

African American 
entrepreneurs

Successes and 
Struggles of 
Entrepreneurs of Color 
in America
MICHelle InGraM sPaIn 
anD Mark j. MunoZ

IsBn: 9781606493588, 
eIsBn: 9781606493595

How to get inside 
Someone’s Mind and 
Stay there

The Small Business 
Owner’s Guide to 
Content Marketing 
and Effective Message 
Creation
jaCky FITT

IsBn: 9781948198455, 
eIsBn: 9781948198462
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the non-timing trading System

A Rules-Based Conservative Trading System for Small Accounts
GeorGe o. HeaD

IsBn: 9781637420041, eIsBn: 9781637420058

This book is a conservative process for investing in the stock market. It is perfect for the 
investors that are dissatisfied with low interest rates and want decent returns on their 
investment without high risk. The author will teach you a low-risk strategy that will give 
you consistent average yearly returns of between 20 and 30 percent and beat the s&P 
500 year after year. 

Sustainable Finance and impact investing
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781637420027, eIsBn: 9781637420034

This book provides readers with a basic understanding of sustainable finance and 
impact investing including history, definitions of impact, current trends and drivers, 
future challenges, and an overview of the key players in the global impact ecosystem. 
It also describes impact investment structures and instruments, social enterprises, and 
impact measurement and reporting.

Finance for non-Finance executives
anuraG sInGal

IsBn: 9781952538322, eIsBn: 9781952538339

This book is intended to help professionals, especially from functional areas other 
than finance—such as sales, marketing, human resource, research and development, 
production, and procurement—to gain an extensive working knowledge of critical 
financial principles in an easy-to-follow manner, enabling them to make critical 
business decisions involving cost-savings, budgets, new projects decisions, and 
growth strategies. The author introduces the key concepts of finance so you can 
contribute to the success of your business. 

Small Business Finance and Valuation
rICk nason anD Dan norDQVIsT

IsBn: 9781952538124, eIsBn: 9781952538131

according to the u.s. small Business administration, over 99 percent of businesses are 
small or medium size, yet the majority of books are focused on large corporations. This 
book aims to close that gap and also focus on the practitioners—the entrepreneurs, 
small business owners, consultants—and students aspiring to practice in this space. 
small businesses are the growth engine of the economy and it is important that we 
provide them with the tools for success. 
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Risk Management for nonprofit organizations
rICk nason anD oMer lIVVarCIn

IsBn: 9781951527228, eIsBn: 9781951527235

This book positions risk management as a key element in successfully managing 
a nonprofit organization. risk management in nonprofits has several unique 
characteristics that distinguish it from risk management in for-profit organizations. 
The authors present and explain specifically tailored strategies and tactics for risk 
management in nonprofits. risk Management for nonprofit organizations is a 
straightforward, yet comprehensive guide that can be used to easily communicate 
effective risk management ideas among the various stakeholders who comprise a 
nonprofit organization.

Blockchain Hurricane

Origins, Applications, and Future of Blockchain and Cryptocurrency
kaTe BauCHerel

IsBn: 9781951527365, eIsBn: 9781951527372

The hype around blockchain technology is matched only by the innovation it inspires 
and the skepticism it provokes. This book gives business decision makers and students 
a clear overview of the history, current applications, and future potential of distributed 
ledgers and cryptocurrency. It explores strengths and weaknesses, emerging 
opportunities, and perceived threats. 

understanding Behavioral BiA$

A Guide to Improving Financial Decision-Making
DanIel C. kraWCZyk anD GeorGe H. BaxTer

IsBn: 9781949991802, eIsBn: 9781949991819

This book describes the biases most relevant to investing, include background on how 
biases develop, and offer practical strategies to help you to improve your performance. 
The authors offer a guide to categorizing biases based on cutting-edge brain science, 
which will enable readers to implement best practices that guard against whole sets of 
biases. emphasis is placed on the practical implications of financial decision-making 
and provides a scientific basis for adjusting investing practices, to avoid common 
cognitive traps.

conservative options trading

Hedging Strategies, Cash Cows, and Loss Recovery
MICHael C. THoMseTT

IsBn: 9781951527129, eIsBn: 9781951527136

The world of options is considered high-risk by many. Today, the best use of options 
is not to speculate on price movement, but to hedge market risk in equity portfolios. 
Many strategies can combine hedging with income, establishing advantageous 
circumstances for risk-averse traders. It is possible to apply several strategies to 
reduce risk and, in some instances, to eliminate market risk completely. This book 
examines the many ways this can be accomplished, based on options for three highly  
rated companies. 
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understanding 
cryptocurrencies

The Money of the 
Future
arVInD MaTHaru

IsBn: 9781948580656, 
eIsBn: 9781948580663

Mastering options

Effective and 
Profitable Strategies 
for Traders
PHIlIP CooPer

IsBn: 9781631579073, 
eIsBn: 9781631579080
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understanding Momentum in investment technical Analysis

Making Better Predictions Based on Price, Trend Strength, and Speed of Change

MICHeal C. THoMseTT

IsBn: 9781949991628, eIsBn: 9781949991635

This book explains and demonstrates the concept of momentum in chart analysis, 
which is of great interest to technical analysts. It includes complete explanations of 
overbought and oversold, where momentum fits in the broader science of technical 
analysis, and the importance of moving average crossover. Five major momentum 
oscillators are explained in depth: relative strength index, MaCD, rate of change, 
stochastics, and Bollinger Bands. Finally, the book provides trading guidance based 
on momentum, involving coordination of oscillators with other indicators, reversal, 
and continuation signals.

Valuation of indian Life insurance companies
Prasanna rajesH

IsBn: 9781949991529, eIsBn: 9781949991536

This book bridges the gap between the accounting and the actuarial sides of Indian 
life insurance companies, by exploring the relationships between the embedded value 
calculated by actuaries and the revenue account and balance sheet prepared by the 
accountants. The author provides publicly available sources of information to place a 
value on the shares of Indian life insurance companies from an outsider’s point of view. 

trade credit 
and Financing 
instruments
luCIa GIBIlaro

IsBn: 9781948976015, 
eIsBn: 9781948976022

trade credit and 
Risk Management
luCIa GIBIlaro

IsBn: 9781949443257, 
eIsBn: 9781949443264



the Art and Science 
of Financial 
Modeling
anruG sInGal

IsBn: 9781948976947, 
eIsBn: 9781948976954

escape from the 
central Bank trap, 
2nd ed

How to Escape 
From the $20 Trillion 
Monetary Expansion 
Unharmed
DanIel laCalle

IsBn: 9781949443684, 
eIsBn: 9781949443691

Frontiers of Risk 
Management, Vol. ii

Key Issues and 
Solutions
DennIs Cox

IsBn: 9781947098480, 
eIsBn: 9781947098497

Frontiers of Risk 
Management, Vol. i

Key Issues and 
Solutions
DennIs Cox

IsBn: 9781947098466, 
eIsBn: 9781947098473

essentials of 
enterprise Risk 
Management

Practical Concepts 
of ERM for General 
Managers
rICk nason anD 
leslIe FleMInG

IsBn: 9781947098367, 
eIsBn: 9781947098374

essentials of 
Financial Risk 
Management

Practical Concepts for 
the General Manager
rICk nason anD 
BrenDan CHarD

IsBn: 9781947098381, 
eIsBn: 9781947098398

competing in 
Financial Markets

How to Play With the 
Best of Them
PHIlIP CooPer

IsBn: 9781631577000, 
eIsBn: 9781631576997

Risk and Win!

A Simple Guide to 
Managing Risks in 
Small and Medium-
Sized Organizations
joHn HarVey Murray

IsBn: 9781948198165, 
eIsBn: 9781948198172
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global Mergers and Acquisitions, 2nd ed

Combining Companies Across Borders, Vol. II
aBDol s. sooFI

IsBn: 9781947098725, eIsBn: 9781947098732

numbers that Matter

Learning What to Measure to Achieve Financial Success in Your 
Business
eVan BulMer

IsBn: 9781631577970, eIsBn: 9781631577987
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integrated Delivery

Innovating Leadership for Outstanding Healthcare Outcomes
DaVID sTeHlIk

IsBn: 9781953349569, eIsBn: 9781953349576

The 2020 pandemic proved past best practices too brittle for future challenges. an 
integrative model of leadership, synergizing the competing values and approaches of 
other models, is needed. This book focuses on the innovative leadership framework 
that can support emerging best practices in health care organizations. The practices of 
innovation and strategic management are indispensable.

civility at Work

How People Treatment is a Critical Success Driver for Business
leWena Bayer

IsBn: 9781953349804, eIsBn: 9781953349811

In Civility at Work, lew Bayer describes the business case for civility and explains how 
organizations can increase employee retention, performance, and overall revenue by 
creating a workplace culture of human kindness and civility.

Food and Beverage Management in the Luxury Hotel industry
sylVaIn BoussarD

IsBn: 9781637420102, eIsBn: 9781637420119

This book is an introduction to the management of food and beverage operations 
within a luxury hotel environment. It provides detailed coverage of operational areas 
within the food and beverage department, based on multiple real industry examples, 
allowing the reader to grasp the intricacies of the day-to-day running of outlets. 

the champion edge

Skill Sets That Fire Up Your Business and Life
alan r. ZIMMerMan

IsBn: 9781953349828, eIsBn: 9781953349835

This book gives specific skills and step-by-step strategies that will empower the reader 
to clarify their purpose, align their life and career with that purpose, build a more 
positive attitude, remain persistent, make decisions guided by character, achieve goals 
through the use of affirmations, communicate more effectively, and listen to what is 
said and left unsaid.
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Lean on civility

Strategies for Changing Culture in Manufacturing Workplaces
CHrIsTIan MasoTTI anD leWena Bayer

IsBn: 9781952538803, eIsBn: 9781952538810

In this book, the authors explain how incorporating civility can drive success in  
your business. as a key component of workplace training, civility can have a 
significant impact on workplace culture and also increase measurable outputs related  
to continuous improvement—including but not limited to quality, efficiency, and  
cost. The authors offer a practical tool kit—complete with strategies and tools (like  
the Masotti Feedback Method)—that you can take back to your workplace and 
implement immediately

Hospitality

A New Dawn in Sustainability & Service
CHrIs sHePParDson

IsBn: 9781953349729, eIsBn: 9781953349736

This book is an introduction to one of the fast-developing core pillars in business, 
sustainability, as well as how it is closely tied into the concept of service. Much has 
changed during the Covid-19 pandemic; we are seeing companies redefine their 
value propositions with leaders, once again, returning to core basics and beginning 
to lead through strong pillars. 

Shaping your Future

Become the Brand Everyone Wants
rITa roCker-CraFT

IsBn: 9781953349583, eIsBn: 9781953349590

This book is a powerful combination of transforming tools related to our three-part 
being: spirit, soul (will, intellect and emotions), and our body (what people observe, 
hear and the perceptions they form). What happens on the inside impacts every part of 
life on the outside. When you finish this book, you will revel in your new life and career 
reinvention, strength, reputation, persona and mind set. you will be empowered to 
radiate indispensable characteristics to those you meet every day. start now! shaping 
your Future study Guide is highly recommended.

targeting the Mature traveler

Developing Strategies for an Emerging Market
jaCQuelIne jeynes

IsBn: 9781952538469, eIsBn: 9781952538476

This book provides a profile of the mature travel market based on recent research by 
review sites, tour operators and agents, and national press. It identifies recent trends 
with potential growth in destinations, types of holiday, the criteria holidaymakers 
use when planning a holiday, and how the final choice is made. This book covers the 
underpinning profile of who the 50+ mature customer is, what they are looking for, 
and, ultimately, strategies to inform and encourage them to buy in the future.
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Mastering evaluation and Management Services in Healthcare

A Resource for Professional Services
sTaCy sWarTZ

IsBn: 9781952538667, eIsBn: 9781952538674

This book explores evaluation and Management (e/M) coding and serves as a resource 
in the practice and application of level of service codes. For two decades the 1995 and 
1997 guidelines have provided guidance and structure around the documentation 
requirements necessary to support professional, outpatient services. after twenty-three 
years, Medicare has announced the adoption of a new set of standards to be released 
on january 1, 2021. This book will serve as a guide for correct code assignment and 
as an educational resource for the 1995, 1997 and 2021 documentation guidelines.

creative Solutions to global Business negotiations, 3rd ed
ClauDe CellICH

IsBn: 9781952538780, eIsBn: 9781952538797

Based on decades of teaching and consultancies around the world, the author 
provides a useful guide for business executives operating in today’s digitalized global 
economy. This latest edition will help readers enhance their preparation, anticipate 
objections, create value for tangibles/intangibles, and avoid cultural blunders to reach 
mutually beneficial outcomes. By sharpening negotiation skills, business executives 
will be able to interact more effectively with their counterparts in the fast-changing 
global business environment and the rising influence of third parties. Practical and 
user friendly, the author describes all the key elements needed to negotiate deals that 
are doable, profitable, and sustainable.

Finding your career niche

Conversations About Women & Business
anne  s. kleIn

IsBn: 9781953349545, eIsBn: 9781953349552

This book is a conversation—not a lecture—for women. If women are wondering how 
to approach their careers at any age and how to decide when the time is right to have 
children, there are questions to help make the decision. Chapters in this book provide 
women additional perspectives on deciding the type of career, taking advantage of 
opportunities, networking, surviving in the corporate environment, and when it is time 
to become an entrepreneur.

Leaderocity 

Leading at the Speed of Now
rICHarD Dool

IsBn: 9781953349361, eIsBn: 9781953349378

This book explores the intersections between leadership and velocity (the speed of 
now) to identify key leadership competencies needed for the 21st Century. We offer 
a set of ten competencies that may serve as a foundation of effective leadership 
that emerged from our experiences, interviews with 30 leaders, and research. These 
competencies may be especially timely in the midst of the global CoVID-19 crisis and 
the need for effective leadership at all levels. 
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A time of change in Hospitality Leadership
CHrIs sHePParDson

IsBn: 9781952538544, eIsBn: 9781952538551

This book is an introduction to the challenge of modern leadership. leadership has 
changed from the traditional perspective to be one which is far broader based, with 
more expected and asked. leaders today need to consider their stakeholders, their 
employees, the communities and society in which they operate, the environment, 
culture, and trends. The main goals are to help students to understand what will be 
asked of them as they become leaders. It is aimed to challenge perceptions, thinking, 
and knowledge. 

Strengths oriented Leadership

The World Through Bee Glasses
MaTT l. BeaDle

IsBn: 9781952538186, eIsBn: 9781952538193

This book is about talent, strengths and positive psychology. everyone is naturally 
talented in certain areas and if we get the opportunity to use our talents at work and 
develop them into strengths then we can work better, faster and far more productively. 
learning to recognize your talents, leverage them into strengths and, mitigate your 
weaknesses will change the way you and your colleagues work.

the trust Factor

The Missing Key to Unlocking Business and Personal Success
russell Von Frank

IsBn: 9781952538728, eIsBn: 9781952538735

Trust, it binds us together in our deepest most fulfilling relationships, attracts and 
retains the best employees, and turns clients into raving fans. let me show you how to 
heal old wounds, become a sought out business leader to work for, and create a loyal 
following of people who cannot imagine going without the service you provide to 
them. Broken trust and old wounds. learn how to forgive and learn without condoning 
the act that broke your trust.

Agility

Management Principles for a Volatile World
MICHael eDMonDson

IsBn: 9781953349446, eIsBn: 9781953349453

This book is required reading for anyone managing individuals in small to medium-
sized businesses, large corporations, non-profit organizations, and government 
offices. now is an opportune time for managers to become more agile and shift their 
position from one of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, or controlling to one  
of being a curator, architect, conductor, humanist, advocate, and pioneer. To help  
the reader increase their self-awareness agility provides a list of principles, questions, 
and exercises.
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improving convention center Management using Business 
Analytics and Key Performance indicators

Focusing on Fundamentals
Myles T. MCGrane

IsBn: 9781952538049, eIsBn: 9781952538056

This book presents sound practical advice from an author who successfully lived the 
experience. Transitioning from a traditional business model to one that is data driven 
and entrepreneurial can be difficult. This book explains the rationale and importance of 
each indicator along with data collection issues and presentation advice. It guides you 
through that process from launch and trial, up to making analytics an indispensable 
part of your management strategy.

Lean thinking for emerging Healthcare Leaders

How to Develop Yourself and Implement Process Improvements
arnouT orelIo

IsBn: 9781952538308, eIsBn: 9781952538315

This book aims to solve the issues in modern day healthcare by handing over the reins 
of the improvement process to healthcare professionals. Putting those who are doing 
the work and are closest to the actual situation in the lead. The purpose of this book is 
to help you understand how to develop yourself and your leadership in such a way that 
will best benefit your team and your patients. 

exporting

Key Considerations For International Business Growth
laurenT HoulIer anD joHn Blaskey

IsBn: 9781952538445, eIsBn: 9781952538452

Globalization or international development is more vital than ever for business survival, 
let alone growth. This book equips readers to optimize genuine export opportunities. 
It addresses the fears and risks associated with exporting and reassures readers that 
international growth is available to any business that conducts in-depth research, 
adopts the right attitude, and develops a comprehensive strategy. 

Food and Architecture
suBHaDIP MajuMDer anD sounak MajuMDer

IsBn: 9781952538483, eIsBn: 9781952538490

Food and architecture, the two pillars of human civilization, have intertwined to such 
extents to sustain the civilization itself, that the connection between the two has visually 
ceased to exist. The book surfs through all the aspects of such two diverse fields and 
tries to show a parallel through a very socialistic and holistic perspective. It’s interesting 
to understand the intangible logics behind the very tangible aspects of human life.
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A Profile of the Hospitality industry, 2nd ed
BeTsy BenDer sTrInGaM

IsBn: 9781952538384, eIsBn: 9781952538391

The hospitality industry is a unique and diverse industry. This book tells the history, 
organizational structure, and management strategies of the hospitality industry. 
The author highlights key hotel, restaurant, and casino companies, and explains the 
concepts of franchising, consortia, and management contracts. The book divulges how 
the hospitality product is different from other industries: part service and part product, 
produced and consumed simultaneously, and the role of the customer as part of the 
service process. 

the Successful new ceo

The Core Leadership Principles That Will Guide Your First Year
CHrIsTIan MunTean

IsBn: 9781952538087, eIsBn: 9781952538094

This book is for anyone on the pointy part of the organizational pyramid, whatever 
your title is. every leader and organization is unique. But new Ceos often share many 
experiences, situations, and decisions. This book shines a light on those and illustrates 
the fundamental principles that will guide a new Ceo through them It will also help 
you quickly gain the confidence of others, successfully address the inevitable issues 
you will discover, score early wins, and set the course for a fruitful future.

creating A Business and Personal Legacy
Mark j. MunoZ

IsBn: 9781952538285, eIsBn: 9781952538292

Worldwide, there is a growing interest on how to uncover one’s true purpose in life 
and legacy. It is a subject that crosses the minds of everyone regardless of geographic 
location, gender, age, or occupation. using fictional, but highly plausible stories, this 
short book crystalizes key ideas on how to create a lasting business and personal 
legacy. With rising cases of depression resulting from personal and career challenges, 
this book provides refreshing perspectives on how to find new meaning and happiness 
in one’s life while making a relevant and lasting impact.

improving convention center Management using Business 
Analytics and Key Performance indicators

Advanced Practices
Myles T. MCGrane

IsBn: 9781952538063, eIsBn: 9781952538070

This book presents sound practical advice from an author who successfully lived the 
experience. Transitioning from a traditional business model to one that is data driven 
and entrepreneurial can be difficult. This book explains the rationale and importance of 
each indicator along with data collection issues and presentation advice. It guides you 
through that process from launch and trial, up to making analytics an indispensable 
part of your management strategy.
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Level-up Leadership

Engaging Leaders for Success
MICHael j. ProVITera

IsBn: 9781951527143, eIsBn: 9781951527150

This is the first book with applied leadership development in one comprehensive read. 
sharing knowledge gained by the author for over twenty years, this book will change 
your way of thinking about leadership in a profound and advantageous way. It is the 
first book with applied leadership development in one comprehensive read, gained 
by the author over twenty-years. This book will change your way of thinking about 
leadership in a profound and advantageous way. 

innovative Selling

A Guide to Successful Corporate Professional Selling
eDen WHITe

IsBn: 9781951527648, eIsBn: 9781951527655

This is a unique book for corporate sales professionals and their sales leaders about 
how to prepare, manage, cope, and succeed at corporate global sales. recent research 
has discovered concerning underlying discontent with professional salespeople who 
represent global sales organizations. This book assists the sales professionals with 
navigating the dilemmas and pitfalls that confront today’s corporate sellers so they 
emerge at the other end mentally healthy, skilled, and sane. Many sales people today 
are looking for a simple and concise book to guide them through the corporate sales 
process–this is the book for you.

Sustaining High Performance in Business

Systems, Resources, and Stakeholders
jeFFrey s. HarrIson

IsBn: 9781951527761, eIsBn: 9781951527778

This book asserts that it is the efficiency and effectiveness of a firm’s entire value 
creating system that determines its performance over the long term. systems theory 
is used as an integrative mechanism to combine the best ideas from industrial 
organization economics, the resource-based perspective, and stakeholder theory. The 
book also provides guidance for developing detailed plans and a strategic control 
system to make sure strategies and initiatives are implemented. This book is a concise, 
yet complete guide for strategic management.

Leadership in Disruptive times
saTTar BaWany

IsBn: 9781952538360, eIsBn: 9781952538377

Disruption is happening everywhere and in every aspect of our lives. It is happening 
at a scale and speed that is unprecedented in modern history, impacting diverse 
industries, from financial services to retail, media, logistics and supply chain, 
manufacturing, education, professional services, and life sciences. This book provides 
insights into an understanding of disruptive leadership and explores the key success 
factors for digital transformation of organizations in the highly disruptive, increasingly 
VuCa-driven era of the Fourth Industrial revolution (also known as Industry 4.0). 
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three Key Success Factors for transforming your Business

Mindset, Infrastructure, Capability
MICHael HaGeMann

IsBn: 9781951527327, eIsBn: 9781951527334

uses and Risks of Business chatbots

Guidelines for Purchasers in the Public and Private Sectors
TanIa PeITZker

IsBn: 9781949443431, eIsBn: 9781949443448

This world first summary of the evolution of 2D chatbots in websites, backends of 
portals and social media apps, and conversationally advanced 3D mixed reality 
cognitive interfaces, serves several purposes. It dissects some of the best-known 
case studies to emerge from the past two decades of tech giants launching the best 
chatbot, or supposedly the smartest, intelligent virtual assistant. Included in the book 
is a hands-on checklist and guidelines in for people wanting to buy or license bots for 
their companies and organizations. 

Process-oriented Healthcare Management Systems

Development, Use, and Maintenance for Patient-Safe Healthcare
anITa eDVInsson

IsBn: 9781951527303, eIsBn: 9781951527310

This handbook provides tools for designing a structure for a management system, as 
well as the tools for documenting processes within it. This text is designed for medical 
professionals, managers, project members, politicians, public officials, and executives—
all who work with patient safety matters. The content shows a new way to healthcare 
management, presenting an alternative approach together with concrete advice on 
how healthcare executives and practitioners can begin to think and act differently in 
order to provide safe healthcare

the truth About collaborating

Why People Fail and How to Succeed
Dr. GaIl leVITT

IsBn: 9781948580830, eIsBn: 9781948580847

This book offers a refreshing approach that provides unique insights, examples, 
tools, techniques, checklists, and templates for successful collaborations. Guidelines 
for how to manage conflict and deal with challenging people are offered, based on 
strategies for each of the four conflict stages. additionally, whole-brain techniques are 
explained to help collaboration teams invent the most unique options and solutions 
for innovation and change. The book concludes with proven strategies for how to 
overcome eight common obstacles to collaborations with confidence.
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How to navigate 
Strategic Alliances 
and Joint Ventures

A Concise Guide  
For Managers
MeeTa DasGuPTa

IsBn: 9781951527280, 
eIsBn: 9781951527297

Hiring for Fit

A Key Leadership 
Skill
janeT WeBB

IsBn: 9781951527549, 
eIsBn: 9781951527556

Present!  connect!

Create and Deliver 
Presentations that 
Capture, Entertain, 
and Connect to ANY 
Audience
ToM GuGGIno

IsBn: 9781951527242, 
eIsBn: 9781951527259

Behind the Scenes of 
Health care

Motivation and 
Commitment of Health 
Care Employees
HessTon l. joHnson

IsBn: 9781951527389, 
eIsBn: 9781951527396

global trade 
Strategies

Interacting with 
Trade Institutions 
and Businesses
MICHel BorGeon 
anD ClauDe CellICH

IsBn: 9781949991505, 
eIsBn: 9781949991512

Successful 
Recruitment

How to Recruit the 
Right People For 
Your Business
sTePHen aMos

IsBn: 9781948580632, 
eIsBn: 9781948580649

Predictive 
Medicine

Artificial 
Intelligence 
and Its Impact 
on Healthcare 
Business Strategy
eMManuel FoMBu

IsBn: 9781951527044, 
eIsBn: 9781951527051

the olympic 
Sports economy
Max Donner

IsBn: 9781951527006, 
eIsBn: 9781951527013
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uniquely great

Essentials for 
Winning Employers
luCy enGlIsH

IsBn: 9781948976060, 
eIsBn: 9781948976077

the Relevance 
of Humanities to 
the 21st century 
Workplace
MICHael eDMonDson

IsBn: 9781951527020, 
eIsBn: 9781951527037

untenable

A Leader’s Guide to 
Addressing the Big 
Issues That Are Ignored, 
Falsely Explained, or 
Inappropriately Tolerated
Gary CoVerT

IsBn: 9781949991987, 
eIsBn: 9781949991994

introduction to 
Business

A Primer On Basic 
Business Operations
PaTrICe Flynn

IsBn: 9781949991482, 
eIsBn: 9781949991499

great coaching and 
your Bottom Line

How Good 
Coaching Leads to 
Superior Business 
Performance
MarIjan HIZak

IsBn: 9781948976138, 
eIsBn: 9781948976145

chief Kickboxing 
officer

Applying the Fight 
Mentality to Business 
Success
alFonso asensIo

IsBn: 9781949991444, 
eIsBn: 9781949991451

the DnA of 
Physician 
Leadership

Creating Dynamic 
Executives
Myron j. BearD anD 
sTeVe QuaCH

IsBn: 9781949991901, 
eIsBn: 9781949991918

Be Different!

The Key to Business 
and Career Success
sTan sIlVerMan

IsBn: 9781949991741, 
eIsBn: 9781949991758
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Management Skills for clinicians, Vol. i

Transitioning to Administration
lInDa r. laGanGa

IsBn: 9781606498163, eIsBn: 9781606498170

Management Skills 
for clinicians, Vol. ii

Advancing Your Skills
lInDa r. laGanGa

IsBn: 9781949991321, 
eIsBn: 9781949991338

Breakthrough

Career Strategies 
for Women’s 
Success
saunDra sTrooPe

IsBn: 9781948976282, 
eIsBn: 9781948976299

Women Leaders

The Power of 
Working Abroad
saPna WelsH anD 
CarolIne kersTen

IsBn: 9781949443974, 
eIsBn: 9781949443981

comparative 
Management 
Studies
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781949991369, 
eIsBn: 9781949991376

no cape Required

Empowering 
Abundant 
Leadership
BoB HuGHes anD 
Helen CaTon 
HuGHes

IsBn: 9781949991192, 
eIsBn: 9781949991208

cross-cultural 
Leadership Studies
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781949991383, 
eIsBn: 9781949991390
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What Millennials 
Really Want From 
Work and Life
yurI kruMan

IsBn: 9781949443950, 
eIsBn: 9781949443967

Doing Business in 
germany

A Concise Guide 
to Understanding 
Germans and Their 
Business Practices
anDra rIeMHoFer

IsBn: 9781948198844, 
eIsBn: 9781948198851

Practicing 
Leadership
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781949991215, 
eIsBn: 9781949991222

Practicing 
Management
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781949991239, 
eIsBn: 9781949991246

temperatism, 
Vol. ii

Doing Good 
Through Business 
With a Social 
Conscience
CarrIe FosTer

IsBn: 9781949443622, 
eIsBn: 9781949443639

Artist Development 
essentials

The Key to Structuring 
a Sustainable Profile 
in the Music Industry
HrIsTo PenCHeV

IsBn: 9781948198820, 
eIsBn: 9781948198837

Major Business 
and technology 
trends Shaping 
the contemporary 
World
HaMID yeGaneH

IsBn: 9781631577857, 
eIsBn: 9781631577864

the generation 
Myth

How to Improve 
Intergenerational 
Relationships in the 
Workplace
MICHael j. urICk

IsBn: 9781949991116, 
eIsBn: 9781949991123
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Virtual Vic

A Management Fable
laurenCe M. rose

IsBn: 9781948580472, 
eIsBn: 9781948580489

Leadership insights

11 Typical Mistakes 
Young Leaders Make 
and Tips to Avoid 
Them
MaTT l. BeaDle

IsBn: 9781948198271, 
eIsBn: 9781948198288

entering the chinese 
e-Merging Market
DanaI krokou

IsBn: 9781948976497, 
eIsBn: 9781948976503

our glassrooms

Perceptiveness and 
Its Implications for 
Transformational 
Leadership
DHruVa TrIVeDy

IsBn: 9781949443646, 
eIsBn: 9781949443653

the new World of 
Human Resources and 
employment

How Artificial Intelligence 
and Process Redesign is 
Driving Dramatic Change
Tony MIller

IsBn: 9781949443028, 
eIsBn: 9781949443035

How to be a Better 
Deal-closer

The 7Ps of 
Successful Deal-
Closing
sIMon P. HaIGH

IsBn: 9781947843653, 
eIsBn: 9781947843660

Strategic engagement

Practical Tools to Raise 
Morale and Increase 
Results: Vol. I Core 
Activities
CHrIs CrosBy

IsBn: 9781631576621, 
eIsBn: 9781631576638

From Behind the 
Desk to the Front 
of the Stage

How to Enhance 
Your Presentation 
Skills
DaVID WorsFolD

IsBn: 9781631579097, 
eIsBn: 9781631579103
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Strategic 
engagement

Practical Tools to Raise 
Morale and Increase 
Results: Vol. II System-
Wide Activities
CHrIsToPHer CrosBy

IsBn: 9781948976985, 
eIsBn: 9781948976992

in Search for 
the Soul of 
international 
Business
MICHael r. CZInkoTa

IsBn: 9781949443110, 
eIsBn: 9781949443127

no Dumbing 
Down

A No-Nonsense 
Guide for CEOs 
on Organization 
Growth
karen D. Walker

IsBn: 9781947441804, 
eIsBn: 9781947441811

Redefining 
competency 
Based education

Competence for 
Life
nIna Morel anD 
BruCe GrIFFITHs

IsBn: 9781631578991, 
eIsBn: 9781631579004

Leading the 
High-Performing 
company

A Transformational 
Guide to Growing 
Your Business and 
Outperforming 
Your Competition
HeIDI PoZZo

IsBn: 9781947843356, 
eIsBn: 9781947843363

How Successful 
engineers Become 
great Business 
Leaders
Paul rulkens

IsBn: 9781947843684, 
eIsBn: 9781947843691

creating a 
Successful 
consulting 
Practice
Gary W. ranDaZZo

IsBn: 9781948976824, 
eIsBn: 9781948976831

Skilling india

Challenges and 
Opportunities
nayana s. Tara anD 
sanaTH kuMar

IsBn: 9781947843332, 
eIsBn: 9781947843349
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Lead Self First Before 
Leading others

A Life Planning 
Resource
sTePHen k. HaCker anD 
MarVIn WasHInGTon

IsBn: 9781947843868, 
eIsBn: 9781947843875

Humanistic Management: 
Social entrepreneurship 
and Mindfulness, Vol. ii

Foundations, Cases, and 
Exercises
MICHael PIrson,  
jyoTI BaCHanI, anD  
roBerT j. BloMMe

IsBn: 9781947441088,  
eIsBn: 9781947441095

the HoW of 
Leadership

Inspire People to 
Achieve Extraordinary 
Results
MaxWell uBaH

IsBn: 9781947843882, 
eIsBn: 9781947843899

the concise 
coaching 
Handbook

How to Coach 
Yourself and Others 
to Get Business 
Results
elIZaBeTH DICkInson

IsBn: 9781948580786, 
eIsBn: 9781948580793

Doing Business in  
the uSA

A Guide for Small 
Business Entrepreneurs 
with a Global Mindset
anaToly ZHuPleV, 
MaTTHeW sTeFl, anD 
anDreW roHM

IsBn: 9781947098206, 
eIsBn: 9781947098213

Humanistic Management: 
Leadership and  
trust, Vol. i

Foundations, Cases, and 
Exercises
MICHael PIrson,  
jyoTI BaCHanI, anD 
roBerT j. BloMMe

IsBn: 9781631575433, 
eIsBn: 9781631575440

cultural and 
Heritage tourism 
and Management
TaMMIe j. kauFMan

IsBn: 9781631576027, 
eIsBn: 9781631576034
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Managing 
organizational 
change

The Measurable 
Benefits of Applied 
iOCM
lInDa C. MaTTInGly

IsBn: 9781947843073, 
eIsBn: 9781947843080

Precision 
Recruitment Skills

How to Find the Right 
Person For the Right 
Job, the First Time
roD MaTTHeWs

IsBn: 9781948198066, 
eIsBn: 9781948198073

conflict and 
Leadership

How to Harness the 
Power of Conflict to 
Create Better Leaders 
and Build Thriving Teams
CHrIsTIan MunTean

IsBn: 9781631579608, 
eIsBn: 9781631579615

creating the 
Accountability 
culture

The Science of Life 
Changing Leadership
yVonnne THoMPson

IsBn: 9781948198783, 
eIsBn: 9781948198790

Business Strategy 
in the Artificial 
intelligence 
economy
Mark j. MunoZ anD  
al naQVI

IsBn: 9781948198981, 
eIsBn: 9781948198998

organizational Design 
in Business

A New Alternative for a 
Complex World
CarrIe FosTer

IsBn: 9781631577703, 
eIsBn: 9781631577710

the 360 Degree ceo

Generating Profits 
While Leading and 
Living with Passion and 
Principles
lorraIne a. Moore

IsBn: 9781631575174,  
eIsBn: 9781631575181
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globalization 
Alternatives

Strategies for the New 
International Economy
josePH Mark MunoZ

IsBn: 9781631577789,  
eIsBn: 9781631577796

Practical Performance 
improvement

How to Be an 
Exceptional People 
Manager
roD MaTTHeWs

IsBn: 9781948198042,  
eIsBn: 9781948198059

creating Leadership

How to Change Hippos 
Into Gazelles
PHIlIP GooDWIn anD  
Tony PaGe

IsBn: 9781947441187,  
eIsBn: 9781947441194
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the Digital Marketing Landscape

Creating a Synergistic Consumer Experience
jessICa roGers

IsBn: 9781637420348, eIsBn: 9781637420355

This book offers an overview of the digital marketing landscape and how the various 
elements of digital can work synergistically. When the power of an integrated digital 
strategy is optimized, both consumers and brands benefit. readers will become 
familiar with terminology, understand how the different areas of digital marketing 
connect and work together, and gain the knowledge needed to generate valuable 
and actionable managerial insights for more informed decision-making.

customer Relationship Management

How To Develop and Execute a CRM Strategy
MICHael PearCe

IsBn: 9781953349644, eIsBn: 9781953349651

In this book, the author strips CrM down into its component parts by delving into and 
explaining the role and relevance of the C, r, and M. This is a practical guide set within 
a strategic framework. The outage is clear actionable insights and how to convert them 
into delivery. It is written in an easily digestible, non-jargon style, with case studies 
to demonstrate how CrM works. This book can be immediately used as the primary 
practical reference to guide the development and implementation of a CrM strategy.

Marketing in the Digital World
aVInasH kaPoor

IsBn: 9781948580052, eIsBn: 9781948580069

The intelligent corporates are becoming data-driven and aI-powered enterprises 
to compete, differentiate, and successfully reach consumers. This book develops a 
critical understanding of the digital marketing landscape. The author explores and 
examines the various aspects of digital marketing process and their implications. It 
takes an in-depth look at what firms can do to pioneer and successfully execute the 
digital marketing innovations in a mobile-synchronized and mobile-optimized world 
for building and sustaining the online customer relationship and loyalty. 

101 tips for improving your Business communication
eDWarD Barr

IsBn: 9781953349989, eIsBn: 9781953349996

This book contains business communication information that may not have been taught 
in college, information that has been accumulated over years of business experience 
and teaching. anyone can read these brief tips to learn how to better communicate 
in business while saving the time that might have been invested in reading many 
books. The tips cover the fundamental areas of writing, speaking, and interpersonal 
communication, as well offer general business communication advice. 
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Make your nonprofit Social

Engage Your Users With Social Media
lInDsay CHaMBers, jennIFer MoreHeaD, anD HeaTHer sallee

IsBn: 9781952538643, eIsBn: 9781952538650

This book is a collective project from three authors who have worked with nonprofits 
in developing and managing effective social media marketing tactics. Within these 
pages, you will find what you need to ensure your nonprofit is using social media 
platforms to boost your branding and marketing.

Digital Marketing Management, 2nd ed

A Handbook for the Current (or Future) CEO
DeBra ZaHay

IsBn: 9781951527921, eIsBn: 9781951527938

This book is for managers and would-be managers who need to upgrade their 
knowledge of digital marketing. Told from the perspective of marketing strategy, it puts 
digital marketing in the context of firm strategy selection. after reading this book, the 
reader will have a starting path to an integrated digital marketing management strategy. 
each chapter concludes with a list of action steps to get started on implementing a 
digital marketing strategy as well as review questions and key terminology.

Business Writing For innovators and change-Makers
DaWn HenWooD

IsBn: 9781951527785, eIsBn: 9781951527792

Dawn Henwood provides a simple, flexible approach to writing that will open your 
eyes to the subtle ways written communication can engage and motivate your target 
audience. Whether you are just starting your business or scaling up to the next level 
of success, you’ll find Dawn’s straightforward teaching just the help you need to 
make your message heard. This book will empower you to build your confidence as a 
communicator, strengthen your brand, and increase your impact with your customers 
and clients.

Stand out!

Building Brilliant Brands For The World We Live In
BrIan MCGurk

IsBn: 9781951527525, eIsBn: 9781951527532

stand out! is a book about branding and its evolution, practice, and power in today’s 
digital age. It presents the “why-do” and the “how-to” along with a passionate 
philosophy on transforming business through brand-centered change. It spells out 
a sequential, easily understandable, proven brand-building process and is a key 
reference text for anyone interested in brand development, leadership, innovation, 
and sustainable business growth. 
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the coming Age of Robots

Implications for Consumer Behavior and Marketing Strategy
GeorGe PeTTInICo anD GeorGe r. MIlne

IsBn: 9781951527686, eIsBn: 9781951527693

This book provides an in-depth look at how american consumers will react to the significant 
social, economic, and marketplace changes that will be brought about by the robot revolution.  
our insights come from national surveys of over 2,700 americans, as well as a thorough review 
of existing academic research and expert predictions.  We provide suggestions for publicly 
acceptable robot roles, robot design, and the optimal marketplace approaches for successful 
human-robot interactions.  ready or not, it’s coming.  and sooner than you might think.

Make your Business Social

Engage Your Customers With Social Media
lInDsay CHaMBers, jennIFer MoreHeaD, anD sallee HeaTHer

IsBn: 9781952538001, eIsBn: 9781952538018

social media has exploded, not only for individuals but for businesses too. Today, more 
than 83% of small business owners say they believe social media is essential for their 
companies. This book provides actionable solutions for business owners to create and 
sustain a successful social media presence. readers will learn how to: build or expand 
a social media audience for business; create graphics, choose the right platforms for 
business; cultivate strategies for present and future social media; and use real-life 
experience from current business owners. 

Delivering effective Virtual Presentations
VIrGInIa k. HeMBy

IsBn: 9781631579677, eIsBn: 9781631579684

This book provides the reader with clear guidelines for creating and delivering 
webinars, e-meetings, and virtual presentations, including checklists and examples. 
The concise content of this book will help fill the gap between existing knowledge, 
skills, and abilities for delivering effective presentations and those necessary for doing 
so in the virtual environment.

Market entropy

How to Manage Chaos and Uncertainty for Improving Organizational 
Performance
rajaGoPal rajaGoPal

IsBn: 9781951527884, eIsBn: 9781951527891

This book discusses competitive market dynamics explain contextual market entropy 
caused because of swift changes in the innovation and technology scenarios. It delineates 
the attributes of cognitive ergonomics of consumers responding to the market dynamics 
under the shrinking scenarios of large markets. The author analyzes the emerging theory 
of chaos, fragmentation of markets, and agile business models to gain advantage in the 
competitive marketplace and deliberates upon factors that are critical to success of firms.
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Decoding 
customer Value at 
the Bottom of the 
Pyramid

An Urban India 
Marketing 
Perspective
rITu srIVasTaVa

IsBn: 9781948976114,  
eIsBn: 9781948976121

new insights into 
Prognostic Data 
Analytics in corporate 
communication
PraGyan raTH anD  
kuMarI sHalInI

IsBn: 9781947441101,  
eIsBn: 9781947441118

Leadership through A 
Screen

A Definitive Guide to 
Leading a Remote, 
Virtual Team
josePH BraDy anD  
Garry PrenTICe

IsBn: 9781948580960,  
eIsBn: 9781948580977

the PR Knowledge 
Book
sanGeeTa WalDron

IsBn: 9781949991642, 
eIsBn: 9781949991659

Managerial 
communication 
for Professional 
Development
reGInalD l. Bell anD 
jeaneTTe s. MarTIn

IsBn: 9781949991130,  
eIsBn: 9781949991147

Qualitative Marketing 
Research

Understanding How 
Behavioral Complexities 
Drive Marketing 
Strategies
rajaGoPal

IsBn: 9781949991017,  
eIsBn: 9781949991024

Social Media 
Marketing, 2nd ed

Strategies in 
Utilizing Consumer-
Generated Content
eMI MorIuCHI

IsBn: 9781948976787,  
eIsBn: 9781948976794

Business Report 
guides

Routine and Nonroutine 
Reports and Policies, 
Procedures, and 
Instructions
DorInDa ClIPPInGer

IsBn: 9781631574177,  
eIsBn: 9781631574184
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Strategic thinking and 
Writing
MICHael eDMonDson

IsBn: 9781949443417,  
eIsBn: 9781949443424

Managerial 
communication 
for organizational 
Development
reGInalD l. Bell anD 
jeaneTTe s. MarTIn

IsBn: 9781947843318,  
eIsBn: 9781947843325

Business Report guides

Research Reports and 
Business Plans
DorInDa ClIPPInGer

IsBn: 9781949443721,  
eIsBn: 9781949443738

An overview 
of the Public 
Relations Function, 
2nd ed
sHannon a. BoWen, 
BraD raWlIns, anD 
THoMas r. MarTIn

IsBn: 9781949443660,  
eIsBn: 9781949443677

A Primer on 
consumer 
Behavior

A Guide for 
Managers
DaVID W. sTeWarT

IsBn: 9781947441200,  
eIsBn: 9781947441217

consumer Behavior 
theories

Convergence of Divergent 
Perspectives with 
Applications to Marketing 
and Management
rajaGoPal

IsBn: 9781947441149,  
eIsBn: 9781947441156

tell Me About 
yourself
Personal Branding and 
Social Media Recruiting 
in the Brave New 
Online World

sTaVros 
PaPakonsTanTInIDIs

IsBn: 9781631575235,  
eIsBn: 9781631575242

the new era of the cco

The Essential Role of 
Communication in a 
Volatile World
roGer BolTon, Don W. 
sTaCks, anD elIoT MIZraCHI

IsBn: 9781631575358, 
eIsBn: 9781631575365
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english Business 
Jargon and Slang

How to Use It and 
What It Really Means
suZan sT. Maur

IsBn: 9781631579202, 
eIsBn: 9781948976084

conducting Business 
Across Borders

Effective 
Communication in 
English with Non-
Native Speakers
aDrIan WallWork

IsBn: 9781631578076,  
eIsBn: 9781631578083
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Be Agile Do Agile
VITTal ananTaTMula anD TIMoTHy j. kloPPenBorG

IsBn: 9781953349941, eIsBn: 9781953349958

In this book the authors identify many concepts that various approaches advocate 
for agile and group them into three areas forming a simple, robust system. Then, 
they describe the most useful agile methods in savage summaries regardless of the 
approach that promotes them, grouping them logically and showing how to use 
them. They have an agnostic agile model that can be useful to anyone using any form  
of agile. 

customer Value Starvation can Kill

Prevention and Cure
GauTaM MaHajan anD WalTer VIeIra

IsBn: 9781952538582, eIsBn: 9781952538599

Mahajan and Vieira have put their expertise together to show how companies 
overlook value starvation. This causes irritation and frustration to customers in their 
interaction with the company and its personnel - in person, on telephone, net or 
mail. The book identifies customer Dna (Do not annoy) factors and suggests how to 
minimize complaints; ensure customer loyalty; and long-term company profitability 
and success. Philip kotler, the world’s guru on marketing, said, “This book will help you 
think freshly about your business mission and success.”

community engagement and investment
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781953349903, eIsBn: 9781953349910

This book is a comprehensive guide to community engagement and investment, 
beginning with a survey of community-related voluntary standards and then turning 
to strategy and management, community engagement, community investment and 
reporting and communications on community-related activities.

Sustainability Standards and instruments
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781953349880, eIsBn: 9781953349897

This book serves as an introduction to sustainability standards and instruments and 
includes chapters on initiatives of governmental and intergovernmental bodies, 
sectoral Csr commitments, Csr-related reporting and management standards, and 
securities exchanges and regulators.
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Project-Led Strategic Management

Project Management Solutions to Develop and Implement Strategy
jaMes MarIon, joHn leWIs, anD TraCey rICHarDson

IsBn: 9781952538896, eIsBn: 9781952538919

strategic management is very well documented in business books and in the literature, 
but that does not make the task any easier. Because formulating and implementing 
strategy is so taxing, and the environmental signals are so intangible, strategic planning 
is a responsibility that is easy to avoid. The solution proposed in this book is a project 
management framework to advance organizational strategy. Inside, you’ll find not only 
a description of how use the project management framework to advance strategic 
management, but also a case study that illustrates the positive impact.

Sustainable Quality
josePH DIele

IsBn: 9781953349620, eIsBn: 9781953349637

This book provides the strategy, tools, and methods needed for sustainable quality. 
The book is based on a new quality model and explains why a positive culture is  
a prerequisite to sustainable quality improvement. excellence is achieved through 
people, and it is this people-centric approach that should be the basis for success. 
By building a foundation based on inclusion, positive culture, and strong leadership, 
great achievements are possible. This inside-out approach creates a strong internal 
community which can be the catalyst for embracing change and sustainable 
improvement.

Why Quality is important and How it Applies in Diverse Business 
and Social environments, Vol. ii
Paul Hayes

IsBn: 9781952538520, eIsBn: 9781952538537

These two volumes are about understanding—why—and application—how—with the aim 
of providing guidance and introduction to both. Quality is the consistent achievement 
of the user’s expectations of a product or service. The achievement needs to be  
“The right thing, right first time, every time, in time.” 

AtoM, 2nd ed

It Is Time to Upgrade the Economy
karTIk GaDa

IsBn: 9781953349507, eIsBn: 9781953349514

In this book, we will explore how the accelerating pace and diffusion of technological 
change has taken control of an ever-growing fraction of the world economy.  
This fraction is being assimilated into a different set of economic fundamentals, such 
as the rapid and exponential price deflation inherent to technology.  The effect of this 
was insignificant until recently but is now beginning to create conspicuous distortions 
in many economic metrics and is just years from being the dominant force across the 
entire economy. 
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Why Quality is important and How it Applies in Diverse Business 
and Social environments, Vol. i
Paul Hayes

IsBn: 9781947098534, eIsBn: 9781947098541

These two volumes are about understanding—why—and application—how—with the aim 
of providing guidance and introduction to both. Quality is the consistent achievement 
of the user’s expectations of a product or service. The achievement needs to be  
“The right thing, right first time, every time, in time.” 

Workplace Jazz

How to IMPROVISE–9 Steps to Creating High-Performing Agile Project 
Teams
GeralD j. leonarD

IsBn: 9781953349484, eIsBn: 9781953349491

In Workplace jazz, the author raises a battle cry for individual and corporate 
responsibility in building cultures that are healthier and more productive for those 
working in them. This book offers a step-by-step process, enhanced with stories, 
neuroscience research, case studies, metaphors, and a strategic blueprint for 
developing connected and high-performing project teams based on the author’s 
experiences as a professional musician, certified conversational intelligence coach, 
and certified business consultant.

Disruptive innovation and Digital transformation

21st Century New Growth Engines
MarGuerITe l. joHnson

IsBn: 9781952538926, eIsBn: 9781952538933

This book is for executive leadership, senior management, innovation catalysts, and 
digital marketing teams tasked with transforming businesses by accelerating growth 
through disruptive innovations and digital capabilities. It is a practical guide with 
concise insights for understanding the applications of disruptive innovation and how 
to iteratively apply them to projects and opportunities. 

Designing Service Processes to unlock Value, 3rd ed
joy M. FIelD

IsBn: 9781953349262, eIsBn: 9781953349279

This book explores how service processes can be designed to leverage the expanding 
range of opportunities for service providers and customers to co-create value. readers 
will learn about frameworks for value co-creation and models for designing all types of 
service processes, as well as the unique challenges of designing knowledge-intensive 
services. 
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computers and information Processing for Business

Microsoft Office 2019 and Python
serGIo rIBeIro

IsBn: 9781952538605, eIsBn: 9781952538612

This book is an introduction to computers covering relevant topics that include 
computers and society, the Internet, social media, Microsoft office 2019, and high-
level programming. The main goals are to help students to define computers and 
information processing and describe the main concepts related to hardware, software, 
and their use. 

the cost

A Business Novel to Help Companies Increase Revenues and Profits
CHrIs DoManskI

IsBn: 9781953349347, eIsBn: 9781953349354

The Cost is a story of a cost engineering consultant named Doug Benson who does 
his best to help companies understand and improve cost. When Doug arrives at 
electronica, the company is on a verge of bankruptcy and hardly even knows why. 
This book is for everyone that is in a manufacturing business– engineers, buyers, sales 
reps, accountants, operations folks, and business consultants. It is also for anyone that 
is leading a business and has the power to employ cost engineering to make their 
company successful.

Strategic Planning for Sustainability
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781952538940, eIsBn: 9781952538957

This book is intended as a comprehensive guide to the key steps required to 
strategically approach becoming a successful sustainable business including 
conducting a Csr assessment, developing a Csr strategy and the accompanying 
business case, developing and implementing Csr commitments, and measuring the 
performance and effectiveness of the planning initiative.

Sustainability Reporting and communications
alan s. GuTTerMan

IsBn: 9781952538964, eIsBn: 9781952538971

This book is a practical introduction to sustainability reporting and communications 
that begins by discussing material legal and regulatory considerations and the some 
of the major sustainability reporting frameworks and then continues with detailed 
illustrations of how companies might create and distribute their sustainability reports 
and develop and implement their Csr communications strategies.
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Hybrid Project Management

Using Agile with Traditional PM Methodologies to Succeed on Modern 
Projects
Mark TolBerT anD susan ParenTe

IsBn: 9781952538346, eIsBn: 9781952538353

Many times, our projects are large enough and complex enough that some parts of 
the project are best suited to using a predictive planning approach, and other parts 
are more suited to using agile. Therefore, a hybrid approach that mixes the traditional, 
waterfall approach with agile is really required in many situations today. The agile 
community oftentimes has quite a negative view of hybrid approaches. In this book, the 
argument is made that integrating these methodologies can be done if approached 
the right way, and in fact, this is necessary today.

Stakeholder-led Project Management, 2nd ed

Changing the Way We Manage Projects
louIse M. Worsley

IsBn: 9781952538766, eIsBn: 9781952538773

If stakeholders matter, then they must make a difference in the way we plan structure 
and execute projects. Do they matter on your projects? This book provides a 
stakeholder-centered analysis of projects and explains which identification, analysis, 
communication, and engagement models are relevant to different types of projects: 
from an office move to IT enterprise change to transformational business change and 
complex social change. 

Leadership in the Digital Age

Renaissance of The Renaissance Man
nIklas HaGeBaCk

IsBn: 9781952538629, eIsBn: 9781952538636

This is a book for anyone intrigued by the complexities of digital leadership that require 
a capability to constantly balance the routines of everyday business with the ability to 
innovate. Finding the appropriate mix between the dichotomy stability—flexibility has 
been a delicate task that few, if any, corporations have properly managed to overcome. 
Thus, what is needed is a modern take of the renaissance Man.

the Barn Door is open

Frameworks and Tools for Success and Fulfillment in the Workplace
serGe alFonse

IsBn: 9781952538407, eIsBn: 9781952538414

This is a business book, a playful and humorous read, an intelligent metaphorical and 
philosophical tale anchored in the tools and techniques of innovative and proven 
management frameworks. readers will not only find its teachings entertaining and 
inspirational but will benefit from its lessons and tools by applying them to their personal 
lives. This book integrates the subjects and tools of lean and lean Transformation, 
mindfulness, conflict resolution, Theory of Constraints, project management, agile, 
six sigma, change management, and corporate culture transformation into one easily 
digestible reference.
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Discoveries through Personal Agility
rajI sIVaraMan anD MICHal raCZka

IsBn: 9781952538025, eIsBn: 9781952538032

This book explores the nuances of different aspects of agility on a personal level. agility 
brings personal value, leadership navigation, managing the tides of knowledge, and 
putting on the captain’s hat of resilience. as the winds change and the tides swell high, 
the Personal agility lighthouse (PalH) model in this book will guide you to safe shores. 
navigating through the seven colors of agility such as education, change, emotional, 
political, cerebral, learning, and outcomes agilities, the anchor is dropped effortlessly. 

Design: A Business case

Thinking, Leading, and Managing by Design
BrIGITTe Borja De MoZoTa anD sTeInar ValaDe-aMlanD

IsBn: 9781952538261, eIsBn: 9781952538278

This book challenges you to stimulate innovation in your own organization as an 
ongoing and integral dialogue between complementary skills–to bridge mind and 
matter, image and identity. Design thinking is a framework developed to ensure 
C-suite endorsement of the pursuit of design excellence in all actions undertaken 
by the organization.  This book aims to build the bridges needed to reconcile the 
three, and to encourage organizational and professional environments in which their 
combined forces can thrive and reverberate.

A.g.i.L.e. thinking Demystified
ForTe Frank

IsBn: 9781631579035, eIsBn: 9781631579042

The word agile has moved far beyond its original meaning in helping to transform 
large organizations. We now know that agile is used as the tool to accelerate an 
organization’s ability to adapt and thrive in a world of accelerating change. This book 
provides the missing link of how to shift mindsets on how to work effectively. In order 
to make the full transition to thinking in an a.G.I.l.e way you will need to challenge 
everything you think you know about leading and working in large organizations.

Build Better Brains

A Leader’s Guide to the World of Neuroscience
MarTIna MuTTke

IsBn: 9781952538568, eIsBn: 9781952538575

This book offers practical, science-based applications for improving the efficiency 
of leadership in today’s fast-paced VuCa world, applies the knowledge and tools 
of neuroscience as foundation for leading people and building better companies 
and is based on simple concepts, utilizing the latest insights from both leadership 
and neuroscience, without missing out on scientific facts. The author teaches, but 
also entertains. leadership is full of fights, fiction, failures, but should also be fun. 
leadership is born in the brain.
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Sustainability Leader in a green Business era

A Middle East Perspective
aMr e. sukkar

IsBn: 9781951527853, eIsBn: 9781951527860

The author explains the required skills to sustain business and environment in order 
to be prepared for the challenges and opportunities of today’s world and enjoy a 
successful life. sukkar will inspire sMe’s leaders to be aware of these considerations 
and apply them to the role they play in firms–not just doing things right but doing the 
right things right.

Quantitative tools of Project Management
DaVID l. olson

IsBn: 9781951527839, eIsBn: 9781951527846

This book addresses the use of quantitative tools to support general project 
management. each chapter includes reference to how each chapter relates to the 
PMBok structure and its relationship to the 2020 Project Management Professional 
(PMP) exam outline.

operations Management in china
CraIG seIDelson

IsBn: 9781952538148, eIsBn: 9781952538155

This book takes readers inside Chinese organizations and shows how factories are 
built, labor is managed, goods are sourced, quality is controlled, and logistics are 
handled. Through this immersion experience readers are able to see the opportunities 
and pitfalls manufacturing in China.

Project communications

A Critical Factor for Project Success
ConnIe PloWMan anD jIll DIFFenDal

IsBn: 9781951527723, eIsBn: 9781951527730

Communication is vital for project success.  experts know it. Industry-wide research 
verifies it.  yet projects continue to fail because of poor communication.  as a 
result, stakeholders and organizations don’t realize the benefits of their projects 
and project teams.  This book presents a new way to look at communication within 
projects.  It combines real-world examples and practical tips with theory, research, and 
professional standards you can apply to any size and type of project. Make your project 
communications a critical factor in your project success!
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Managing Sustainability

First Steps to First Class
joHn FrIeDMan

IsBn: 9781951527747, eIsBn: 9781951527754

This book provides a compelling case, real-world examples, and the tools to follow a 
proven strategy for aligning sustainability efforts with existing organizational priorities. 
This strategy has taken companies from initial conception to the top of the sustainability 
rankings. using examples from leading companies, readers will understand how to 
build—programs that drive results and enhance reputation.

Logistics Management

An Analytics-Based Approach
Tan MIller anD MaTTHeW j. lIBeraTore

IsBn: 9781949443844, eIsBn: 9781949443851

This book illustrates and explains a wide range of practical logistics strategies 
and analytic techniques to facilitate decision-making across functions such  
as manufacturing, warehousing, transportation and inventory management. The 
authors describe how to organize these analytics-based tools and strategies through 
logistics frameworks that span strategic, tactical and operational planning and 
scheduling decisions. 

cultural Science

Applications of Artificial Social Intelligence
WIllIaM sIMs BaInBrIDGe

IsBn: 9781951527587, eIsBn: 9781951527594

In our time of great and uncertain change, business, government, and education 
must partner in many forms of technical and cultural convergence–for the benefit 
of both human welfare and economic recovery. This innovative book explores the 
new relationships connecting computer science, social science, and the humanities. 
This book shows how artificial intelligence and related information technologies can 
converge successfully with the social sciences and humanities, so together they can 
achieve maximum benefits for people.

the People Project triangle

Balancing Delivery, Business-as-Usual, and People’s Welfare
sTuarT CoPelanD anD anDy CoaTon

IsBn: 9781951527600, eIsBn: 9781951527617

The People Project Triangle refers to the trade-off between the project, the ongoing 
business, and the people working in them. When pressure mounts it is often the people 
who bear the brunt, risking stress and burnout. The authors assert that with better 
recognition, clearer understanding and appropriate measures, many of the common 
problems with composite projects can be foreseen and avoided or mitigated.
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core concepts of Project Management
DaVID l. olson

IsBn: 9781951527563, eIsBn: 9781951527570

This book addresses project management in the context of general project 
management. an introductory chapter discusses project features in general. Part I 
of the book focuses on the important human element in project management. Part 
II discusses two processes involved in the initial project definition stage, as well as 
covering estimation. Part III involves planning, and also deals with project risk and 
implementation.

the Practical guide to transforming your company
DanIel PlunG anD ConnIe krull

IsBn: 9781951527440, eIsBn: 9781951527457

This is a concise handbook for conducting business transformations—defining 
and implementing a redirection in the company’s core business or in its strategic 
positioning. starting where such programs as lean and six sigma leave off, the text 
offers a well-proven methodology for conducting a comprehensive transformation. 
The book provides dozens of forms, figures, templates, and checklists the authors have 
developed through personal experience leading successful corporate efforts. Written 
by two individuals with proven track records, this book is sure to produce success in 
any transformation endeavor.

How to Fail at change Management

A Manager’s Guide to the Pitfalls of Managing Change
jaMes MarIon anD joHn leWIs

IsBn: 9781951527426, eIsBn: 9781951527433

successful change management need not be a mystery, but perhaps change 
management success is best learned from failed attempts at change that seemed 
reasonable at the time according to theory—but proved to be bad ideas in retrospect. 
This book presents notable examples of attempts by experienced managers to 
implement bad ideas that lead to failed change so that change managers are better 
equipped to avoid common pitfalls in managing change.

the Future of Work

How Artificial Intelligence Can Augment Human Capabilities
yassI MoGHaDDaM, HeaTHer yurko, Haluk DeMIrkan,  
naTHan TyMann, anD aMMar rayes

IsBn: 9781951527181, eIsBn: 9781951527198

jobs, and nature of work as we know it, are changing rapidly. Disruptive changes to 
work behaviors and business models will have a profound impact on the nature of work 
and worker. In this book, experts from industry and academia explore how innovative 
companies are leveraging artificial intelligence and intelligent tools to enhance and 
augment human worker rather than replace it.
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Aligning 
technology 
with Business 
for Digital 
transformation

Plugging In IT 
to Light up your 
Business
asHIsH PaCHory

IsBn: 9781949991765, 
eIsBn: 9781949991772

Advancing talent 
Development

Steps Toward a 
T-Model Infused 
Undergraduate 
Education
PHIlIP GarDner anD 
HeaTHer n. MaIeTTa

IsBn: 9781951527068, 
eIsBn: 9781951527075

capital Project 
Management, Vol. ii

Capital Project 
Finance
roBerT n. MCGraTH

IsBn: 9781949991864, 
eIsBn: 9781949991871

Projects, 
Programs, 
and Portfolios 
in Strategic 
organizational 
transformation
jaMes jIanG, Gary 
kleIn, anD Wayne 
HuanG

IsBn: 9781949443806, 
eIsBn: 9781949443813

capital Project 
Management, Vol. iii

Evolutionary Forces
roBerT n. MCGraTH

IsBn: 9781949991888, 
eIsBn: 9781949991895

capital Project 
Management, Vol. i

Capital Project 
Strategy
roBerT n. MCGraTH

IsBn: 9781949991840, 
eIsBn: 9781949991857

Mastering the 
7 Dimensions 
of Business-
technology 
Alignment

A Practical Guide 
to Harnessing the 
Power of Business 
Technology 
Alignment in the 
Digital Era
asHIsH PaCHory

IsBn: 9781949991789, 
eIsBn: 9781949991796

executing global 
Projects

A Practical Guide 
to Applying the 
PMBOK Framework 
in the Global 
Environment
jaMes MarIon anD 
TraCey rICHarDson

IsBn: 9781949991734, 
eIsBn: 9781949991727
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Project 
communication 
from Start to Finish

The Dynamics of 
Organizational 
Success
GeralDIne e. Hynes

IsBn: 9781949991543, 
eIsBn: 9781949991550

Moving the chains

An Operational 
Solution for 
Embracing 
Complexity in the 
Digital Age
DoMenICo lePore

IsBn: 9781948976206, 
eIsBn: 9781948976213

Leading and 
Managing Strategic 
Suppliers
rICHarD MoxHaM

IsBn: 9781948198660, 
eIsBn: 9781948198677

Service excellence 
in organizations, 
Vol. ii

Eight Key Steps to 
Follow and Achieve It
FIona urQuHarT

IsBn: 9781949991178, 
eIsBn: 9781949991185

obtaining Value from 
Big Data for Service 
Systems, Vol. ii

Big Data Technology
sTePHen H. kaIsler, 
arMour, alBerTo j. 
esPInosa, anD WIllIaM 
Money

IsBn: 9781949991468, 
eIsBn: 9781949991475

Service excellence in 
organizations, Vol. i

Eight Key Steps to Follow 
and Achieve It
FIona urQuHarT

IsBn: 9781631577017, 
eIsBn: 9781631577024

obtaining Value from 
Big Data for Service 
Systems, Vol. i

Big Data Management
sTePHen H. kaIsler, 
arMour,  
alBerTo j. esPInosa, anD 
WIllIaM Money

IsBn: 9781949443554,  
eIsBn: 9781949443561

Human Resource 
Management for 
organizational 
Sustainability
raDHa r. sHarMa

IsBn: 9781947098022, 
eIsBn: 9781947098039
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Virtual Local 
Manufacturing 
communities

Online Simulations 
of Future Workshop 
Systems
WIllIaM sIMs 
BaInBrIDGe

IsBn: 9781948580748, 
eIsBn: 9781948580731

Adaptive Project 
Planning
louIse Worsley 
anD CHrIsToPHer 
Worsley

IsBn: 9781949443998, 
eIsBn: 9781949991000

the new Age urban 
transportation 
Systems, Vol. ii

Cases from Asian 
Economies
sunDaraVallI 
narayanasWaMI

IsBn: 9781949991154, 
eIsBn: 9781949991161

creating a culture 
for information 
Systems Success, 
2nd ed
ZakarIya 
BelkHaMZa

IsBn: 9781948976312, 
eIsBn: 9781948976329

the new Age urban 
transportation 
Systems, Vol. i

Cases from Asian 
Economies
sunDaraVallI 
narayanasWaMI

IsBn: 9781947843059, 
eIsBn: 9781947843066

Project Portfolio 
Management,  
2nd ed

A Model for 
Improved Decision 
Making
ClIVe n. enoCH

IsBn: 9781949991253, 
eIsBn: 9781949991260

the Lost Art of 
Planning Projects
louIse Worsley 
anD CHrIsToPHer 
Worsley

IsBn: 9781948580694, 
eIsBn: 9781948580700

Passion, 
Persistence, and 
Patience

Key Skills for 
Achieving Project 
Success
alFonso BuCero

IsBn: 9781948198684, 
eIsBn: 9781948198691
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the Value 
imperative
GauTaM MaHajan

IsBn: 9781948976848, 
eIsBn: 9781948976855

optimizing the 
Supply chain
jay e. ForTenBerry

IsBn: 9781948976435, 
eIsBn: 9781948976442

co-Design, Vol. iii

Practical Ideas for 
Developing Across 
Complex Systems
sTeFan CanTore

IsBn: 9781948198769, 
eIsBn: 9781948198776

Leveraging Business 
Analysis for Project 
Success, 2nd ed
VICkI jaMes

IsBn: 9781948580816, 
eIsBn: 9781948580823

co-Design, Vol. i

Practical Ideas for 
Learning Across 
Complex Systems
Mark GaTenBy anD 
sTeFan CanTore

IsBn: 9781948198721, 
eIsBn: 9781948198738

Project 
Management 
essentials, 2nd ed
kaTHryn n. Wells 
anD kloPPenBorG j. 
TIMoTHy

IsBn: 9781948976398, 
eIsBn: 9781948976404

co-Design, Vol. ii

Practical Ideas for 
Learning Across 
Complex Systems
Mark GaTenBy anD 
sTeFan CanTore

IsBn: 9781948198745, 
eIsBn: 9781948198752

Agile Working 
and the Digital 
Workspace

Best Practices for 
Designing and 
Implementing 
Productivity
joHn eary

IsBn: 9781947441538, 
eIsBn: 9781947441545
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Developing 
Strengths-Based 
Project teams
MarTHa BuelT anD 
ConnIe PloWMan

IsBn: 9781947843417, 
eIsBn: 9781947843424

Business 
continuity in a 
cyber World

Surviving 
Cyberattacks
DaVID suTTon

IsBn: 9781947441460, 
eIsBn: 9781947441477

Project-Based 
Learning

How to Approach, 
Report,  Present, and 
Learn from Course-
Long Projects
HarM-jan sTeenHuIs 
anD laWrenCe 
roWlanD

IsBn: 9781631574757, 
eIsBn: 9781631574764

t-Shaped 
Professionals

Adaptive Innovators
yassI MoGHaDDaM, 
Haluk DeMIrkan anD 
jaMes sPoHrer

IsBn: 9781947843158, 
eIsBn: 9781947843165

Sustain

Extending 
Improvement in the 
Modern Enterprise
sCoTT W. CulBerson

IsBn: 9781948580878, 
eIsBn: 9781948580885

Scrum for teams

A Guide by Practical 
Example
DIon nIColaas

IsBn: 9781948198431, 
eIsBn: 9781948198448

the interconnected 
individual

Seizing Opportunity 
in the Era of AI, 
Platforms, Apps, and 
Global Exchanges
HunTer HasTInGs anD 
jeFF saPersTeIn

IsBn: 9781631574894, 
eIsBn: 9781631574900

Data-Based 
Decision Making 
and Digital 
transformation
DanIel j. PoWer anD 
CIara HeaVIn

IsBn: 9781631576584, 
eIsBn: 9781631576591
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Managing using 
the Diamond 
Principle

Innovating to Effect 
Organizational 
Process Improvement
Mark W. joHnson

IsBn: 9781947843783, 
eIsBn: 9781947843790

computer Support 
for Successful Project 
Management

Using MS Project 
2016 with Information 
Technology Projects
ulHas saManT

IsBn: 9781606497500, 
eIsBn: 9781606497517

Why Projects Fail

Nine Laws for 
Success
Tony MarTyr

IsBn: 9781947843905, 
eIsBn: 9781947843912

insightful Quality, 
2nd ed

Beyond Continuous 
Improvement
VICTor e. soWer anD 
Frank k. FaIr

IsBn: 9781948580540, 
eIsBn: 9781948580557

Project 
Management 
and Leadership 
challenges, Vol. ii

Understanding 
Human Factors 
And Workplace 
Environment
aslaM M. MIrZa

IsBn: 9781947441743,  
eIsBn: 9781947441750

Project 
Management 
and Leadership 
challenges, Vol. iii

Respecting Diversity, 
Building Team 
Meaningfulness, 
and Growing Into 
Leadership Roles
aslaM M. MIrZa

IsBn: 9781947441767, 
eIsBn: 9781947441774

Project 
Management 
and Leadership 
challenges, Vol. i

Applying Project 
Management 
Principles for 
Organizational 
Transformation
aslaM M. MIrZa

IsBn: 9781947441729, 
eIsBn: 9781947441736

Project  
Management and 
Leadership challenges,  
Vol. iV

Agility in Project 
Management and 
Collaboration
aslaM M. MIrZa

IsBn: 9781947441781,  
eIsBn: 9781947441798
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everything old is new 
Again

How Entrepreneurs Use 
Discourse Themes to 
Reclaim Abandoned 
Urban Spaces
MIrIaM PlaVIn-MasTerMan

IsBn: 9781631579547,  
eIsBn: 9781631579554

Moving into the 
express Lane

How to Rapidly Increase 
the Value of Your 
Business
rICk Pay

IsBn: 9781631578434, 
eIsBn: 9781631578441

Social Development 
through Benevolent  
Business
kalyan sankar ManDal

IsBn: 9781631576720, 
eIsBn: 9781631576737

the global Supply 
chain and Risk 
Management
sTuarT rosenBerG

IsBn: 9781631579585, 
eIsBn: 9781631579592

climate change 
Management

Special Topics in the 
Context of Asia
HuonG Ha

IsBn: 9781947843271, 
eIsBn: 9781947843288

the effect of 
Supply chain 
Management 
on Business 
Performance
MIlan Frankl

IsBn: 9781947441637, 
eIsBn: 9781947441644

innoliteracy

From Design Thinking to 
Tangible Change
sTeInar ValaDe-aMlanD

IsBn: 9781947843707, 
eIsBn: 9781947843714
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